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VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR.

J. W. ROYER, M. !>.,

§§§§

F. W. WALTERS,

Practising Physician,

Contractor and Builder,

TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

TRA PFE, PA,
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

Y. WEBER, n . !>.,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURO-, Pa. Office H onrs: U ntil »
a. in.; 7 to» p. m.

p

A. K RI SEN, M. D.,

TJARVEY E. 8HOMO,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
321 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N.
A t Residence. Royersford, after 5 p. m.
Prompt attention given to all legal business.
Practices in State and United States Courts.
Baukruptcy.
1-10

H om eopathic Physician,
DWARD DAYID,
Painter and

COLLEG EV ILLE, Pa. Office Honrs : U ntil 9
a. m.; 6 to 8 p. m.

E

s.

G O LLEGEV ILLE, PA.
Samples of paper
always on hand.

B. HORNING, M. D.,

P aper-H anger,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a.m .

R. B. F. PEACE,

D

Dentist,

OOR. M A IN AND De KALB STREETS

TUM . MERKEL,

Practical Barber,
(Successor to J . F. Illick), CO LLEG EV ILLE,
PA. Having worked in some of the leading
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
feel confident th a t I can please the most par
ticular in iny line of business. Give me a trial
and be convinced.
3au3m

NORRISTOW N, PA.
Rooms SOS and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.

s. P. SPARE,

Q heap and Reliable Dentistry.

IRONBRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of bnildlngs. Estim ates cheerfully furn
ished.
5aply.

Dr. I S, Goman,

Contractor and Builder,

H. HAMER, M. D.,

20» SW EDE ST., NORRISTOW N, PA.
In active practice 20 years. The only place
where Pure Laughing Gas is made a specialty
for the P a in l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or Germaq Language spoken.

CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until
10 a. in., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

CORNIMI!,
D R. 8. D.DENTIST,

F.

H om eopathic Physician,

CO LI ìE G E V ILL E , FA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

Slater and Roofer,

P. BALDWIN,

(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman,)

DENTIST,

p

G. HOBSON,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
NORRISTOW N

Real Estate Agent,
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Hundreds of oppor
tunities for buyers to secure fine farms, excel
lent business stands, private residences in the
North, and first-class properties in the Sunny
South, upon reasonable terms. No m atter what
you may desire in the line of real estate» we
have or will secure ju st what you want. Loans
negotiated.
12jy.

AMD COLLEG E VIL.I.E.

All legal business attended to promptly. First*
elass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. A t home, Collegeville, every evening.

EXTRACTING,
PAINLKSN
25 CENTS.
Our Cutest Improved Method.

Best Teeth, $5 .0 0
Gold Crowns, 5 .0 0

DWARD E. LONG,

E

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,

and N o t a r y P u b l ic . Settlement o f Estates a
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
O f f i c e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp.Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
Marshall k, Stanbridge Streets, N O RRIS
TOWN. PA.

Q E O . W. ZIMMERMAN,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
n s SW EDE STREET, rooms 6 and 7, Fornanoe
Building, NORRISTOW N, PA.
At Residence, Collegeville,every evening.^

High Grade Work Only at
Reasonable Prices.

TEETH WITHOUT P L A TE S.
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.

Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
ISF* Open Evenings and Sundays.
44

M

SCH W EN K SV ILLE, PA.,

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct

DR. FRANK BRANDRETH,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

8, KOON8,

AYNE R. EONG8TRETH,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,

d Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroser Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Fa.
,ong Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
io member of the Montgomery County Bar.

1 FORGE S. CORSON,
( j

H e Laughs B est
tf
W ho Laughs L a s t

A hearty laugh indicates a degree o f
good health obtainable through pure blood.
A s but one person in fen has pure Hood,
the other nine should purify the blood
-•with H ood's Sarsaparilla. . Then th ey can
laugh first, la st an d a ll the tim e, for

A ttorney-at-L aw ,

NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
De KALB, In front of Veranda House and City
Hall, NORRISTOW N PA.
Can be consulted in German and English.

¿ H cG cL d S a M o /m M iftC j

JOHN T. WAGNER,

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
«15 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
All legal business attended to with prompt
ness ana accuracy. Consultations in English or
German.
Can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge.
5jan.

J

M. ZIMMERMAN,

Justice of th e P eace,
COLLEGE V IL L E , PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The oierking of
nales a specialty.

OHN 8. HUNSICKER,

J

Justice o f th e P ea ce,
IlHN STATION, PAConveyancer and
inera-1 Business Agent. Clerking of sales atided to. Charges reasonable.

)

B

W. WEIKEE,

Justice of th e P eace,
THAPPE, PA.
onveyancor and General Business Agent.
;al Fabers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn,
ims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
rges.
20jan.

WHOM THE GODS LOVE.
'•Whom the gods love diè young?" Này, rather
say,'
With bated breath, "Whom the gods love die
old."
Shall the morn pale ere it hath coined its gold?
!The sun go down while yet it is full day?
!The statue sleep unmolded in the clay?
The parchment crumble ere it is unrolled?
The story end with half the tale untold?
Ihe song drop mute and breathless by tne way?
Oh, weep for Adonais when he dies
With all youth’s lofty promise unfulfilled,
Its splendor lost in sudden, dear eclipse 1
With love unlived and dreams half dreamed he
lies—
All the red wine from life’s gold chalice spilled
Ere its bright brim hath touched his eager
lips!
Whom the gods love die old! O life, dear life,
Let the old sing thy praises, for they know
How year by year the summers come and go.
Each with its own abounding sweetness ripe!
¡They know, though frosts be cruel as the knife,
Yet with each June the perfect rose shall blow
And daisies blossom and the green grass grow
rriumphant still, unvexed by storm or strife.
!They know that night more splendid is than day,
That sunset skies flame in the gathering dark
And the deep waters change to molten gold;
¡They know that autumn richer ih than May;
They hear the night birds singing like the lark!
Ah, life, sweet life, whom the gods love die
old!
—Julia C. R. Dorr in Scribner’s Magazine.
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By Bret Harts.
°

F. W. Sdieuren’s H
13025674
Collegeville, Pa.
Seeond door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
tcigars and tobacco
always on hand.

JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & C onveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.

J

G. I'ETTEROLF,

AUCTIONEER,
Offices in Baldwin’s Real E state Building, Col
legeville, and a t the office of Attorney E. F
Slough, opposite Cour.t House, Norristown. Or
ders by mail promptly attended to. I am
thankful to the public for past favors, and hope
ot merit further patronage.
18oct.

PAPERS*
So ■UNDAY
Different Philadelphia papers delivered
.»■•ose wishing to purchase in Collegeville and

Trappe every Sunday morning.

HENRY YOST, News Agent,
Collegeville, Fa

O -O —O—O—O—O—O O-—0*.'0*—0**'0—*o—o

[This story was the beginning of the
literary career of Its author and was
the first break In the prevalence of a
school of fiction in which there was
more finish than fidelity to nature. It
is one of the great short stories of the
world.]
The situation was novel. Deaths
were by no means uncommon in Roar
ing Camp, but a birth was a new thing.
People had been dismissed from the
camp effectively, finally and with no
possibility of return, but this was the
first time th at anybody had been In
troduced ab initio. Hence the excite
ment.
The assemblage numbered about a
hundred men. One ■or two of these
were actual fugitives from justice,
some were criminal, and all were reck' less. Physically they exhibited no in
dication of their past lives and charac
ter. The greatest scamp had a Raph
ael face, with a profusion of blond
, hair. Oakhurst, a gambler, had the
' ¡melancholy air and intellectual &t>-

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

stracuon eft a Hamlet. The coolest and
most courageous man was scarcely
over five feet In height, with a soft
voice and an embarrassed, timid man
ner. The term “roughs” applied to
them was a distinction rather than a
definition. Perhaps in the minor detail
of fingers, toes, ears, etc., the camp
may have been deficient, but these
slight omissions did not detract from
their aggregate force. The strongest
man had but three fingers on his right
hand; the best shot had but one eye.
A fire of withered pine boughs added
sociability to the gathering. By de
grees the natural levity b t Roaring
Gamp returned. Bets were freely of
fered and taken regarding the result.
Three to five th at “Sal would get
through with it;” even that the child
would survive; side bets as to the sex
and complexion of the coming stranger.
In the midst of an excited discussion
an exclamation came from those near
est the door, and the camp stopped to
listen. Above the. swaying and moan
ing of the pines, the swift rush of the
river and the crackling of the fire rose
a sharp, querulous cry, a cry unlike
anything heard before in the camp! The
pines stopped moaning, the river ceas
ed to rush and the fire to crackle. It
seemed as if nature had stopped to lis
ten too.
The camp rose to Its feet as one man.
It was proposed to explode a barrel of
gunpowder, but in consideration of the
situation of the mother better coun
sels prevailed, "and only a few revolv
ers were discharged, for whether ow
ing to the rude surgery of the camp or
some other reason Cherokee Sal was
sinking fast. Within an hour she had
climbed, as it were, that rugged road
th at led to the stars and so passed out
of Roaring Camp, its sin and shame,
forever. I do not think that the an
nouncement disturbed them much ex
cept in speculation as to the fate of the
child. “Can he live now?” was asked
of Stumpy. The answer was doubtful.
The only other being of Cherokee Sal’s
sex and maternai condition in the set
tlement was an ass. There was some
conjecture as to fitness, but the experi
ment was tried. It was less problemat
ical than the ancient treatm ent of
Romulus and Remus and apparently as
successful.
The next day Cherokee Sal had such
rude sepulture as Roaring Camp af
forded. After her body had been com
mitted to the hillside there was a for
mal meeting of the camp to discuss
what should be' done with her infant.
A resolution to adopt it was unanimous
and enthusiastic. But an animated
discussion in regard to the manner and
feasibility of providing for its wants
a t once sprang up. It was remarkable
th at the argument partook of none of
those fierce personalities with which
discussions were usually conducted at
Roaring Camp. Tipton proposed that
they should send the child to Red Dog,
a distance of 40 miles, where female at
tention could be procured. But the un
lucky suggestion met with fierce and
unanimous opposition. It was evident
that no plan which entailed parting
from their new acquisition would for
a moment be entertained. “Besides,”
said Tom Ryder, “them fellows at Red
Dog would swap it and ring in some
body else on usi” A disbelief in the
honesty of other camps prevailed at
Roaring Camp, as In other places.
The introduction of a female nurse in
the camp also met with objection. It
was argued that no decent woman
could be prevailed to accept Roaring
Camp as her home, and the speakers
urged th at “they didn’t want any more
of the other kind.” This unkind allu
sion to the defunct mother, harsh as it
may seem, was the first spasm of pro
priety, the first symptom of the camp’s
regeneration. Stumpy advanced noth
ing. Perhaps he felt a certain delicacy
in interfering with the selection of a
possible successor In office. But when
questioned hè averred stoutly that he
And “Jinny”—the mammal before al
luded to—could manage to rear the
C h ild .
There was something original,
Independent and heroic about the plan
that pleased the camp. Stumpy was
retained. Certain articles were sent
for to Sacramento. “Mind,” said the
treasurer as he pressed a bag of gold
dust into the expressman’s hand, “the
best that can be got—lace, you know,
and filigree work and frills. D— the
cost!”
Strange to say, the child thrived.
Perhaps the invigorating climate of the
mountain camp was compensation for
maternal deficiencies. Nature took the
foundling to her broader b reast In
that rare atmosphere of the Sierra foot
hills, th at air pungent with' balsamic
odor, th at ethereal cordial at once
bracing and exhilarating, he may have
found food and nourishment or a subtle
chemistry that transmuted ass’ milk to
lime and phosphorus. Stumpy inclined
to the belief that it was the latter and
good nursing. “Me and that ass,” he
would say, “has been father and moth
er to him. Don’t you,” he would add,
apostrophizing the helpless bundle be
fore him, “never go back on us.”
By the time he was a month old the
necessity of giving him a name became
apparent. He had generally been
known as “The Kid,” “Stumpy’s Boy,”
“The Coyote” (an allusion to his vocal
powers) and even by Kentuck’s endear
ing diminutive of “the —— little cuss.”
But these were felt to be vague and un
satisfactory and were at last dismissed
under another Influence. Gamblers and
adventurers are generally supersti
tious, and Oakhurst one day declared
th at the baby had brought “the luck”
to Roaring Camp. It was certain that
of late they had been successful.
“Luck” was the name agreed upon,
with the prefix of Tommy for greater
convenience. No allusion was made to
the mother, and the father was un
known. “It’s better,” said the philo
sophical Oakhurst, “to take a fresh
deal all round- Call him Luck and
start him fair.”
And so the work of regeneration be
gan in Roaring Camp. Almost imper
ceptibly a change came over the settle
ment. The cabin assigned to “Tommy
Luck.” or “The Luck,” as hé was more
frequently called, first showed Signs of
improvement. I t was kept scrupulous
ly clean and whitewashed. Then It
was boarded, clothed and papered. The
rosewood cradle, packed *80 miles by
mules, had, in *Stumpy’s way of putting
it, “sorter killed the rest of the furni
ture.” So the rehabilitation of the cab
in became a necessity. The men who
were in the habit of lounging in at
Stumpy’s to see “how The Luck got
on” seemed to appreciate the change,
and in self defense the rival establisbI ment of “Tuttle’s grocery” bestirred it
self and Imnorted a carnet and mirrors.

The reflections of the latter on the ap
pearance of Roaring Camp tended to
produce stricter habits of personal
cleanliness. Stumpy imposed a kind
of quarantine upon those who aspired
to the honor and privilege of holding
The Luck.
It was a cruel mortification to Kentuck, who in carelessness of a large
nature and the habits of frontier life
had begun to regard all garments as a
second cuticle which, like a snake’s,
only sloughed off through decay, to be
debarred this privilege from certain
prudential reasons. Yet such was the
subtle influence of innovation that he
thereafter appeared regularly every
afternoon In a clean shirt and face still
shining from his ablutions. Nor were
moral and sanitary laws neglected.
“Tommy,” who was supposed to spend
his whole existence in a persistent at
tempt to repose, must not be disturbed
by noise. The shouting and yelling
which had gained the camp its infe
licitous title were not permitted within
hearing distance of Stumpy’s. The
men conversed in whispers or smoked
with Indian gravity. Profanity was
tacitly given up in these sacred pre
cincts, and throughout the camp a pop
ular form of expletive known as “D—
the luck!” and “Curse the luck!” was
abandoned as having a new personal
bearing. Vocal music was not inter
dicted, being supposed to have a sooth
ing, tranquilizing quality, and one
song sung by “MAn-o’-war ¡Jack,” an
English sailor from her majesty’s Aus
tralian colonies,. was quite popular as
a lullaby. It was a lugubrious recital
of the exploits of “the Arethusa, sev
enty-four,” in a muffled minor, ending
with a prolonged dying fall at the bur
den of each, verse, “On bo-oo-o-ard of
the Arethusa.’' It was a fine sight to
see Jack holding The Luck, rocking
from side to side as if with the motion
of a ship and crooning forth this naval
ditty. Either through the peculiar
rocking of Jack or the length of his
song—it contained 90 stanzas and was
continued with conscientious deliber
ation to the bitter end—the lullaby gen
erally had the desired effect At such
times the men would lie at full length
under the trees in the soft summer
twilight, smoking . their pipes and
drinking in the melodious utterances.
An indistinct idea that this was pas
toral happiness pervaded the camp.
“This ’ere kind o’ think.” said the cock
ney Simmons, meditatively reclining
on his elbow, “is ’evenly.” I t reminded
him of Greenwich.
On the long summer days The Luck
was usually carried to the gulch from
whence the golden store of Roaring
Camp was taken. There, on a blanket
spread oyer pine boughs, he would lie
while the men were working in the
ditches below. Latterly there was a
rude attempt to decorate this bower
with flowers and sweet smelliDg
shrubs, and' generally some'one would
bring biro a cluster of wild honey
suckles, azaleas or the painted blos
soms of Las Mariposas. The men had
suddenly awakened to the fact that
there were beauty and significance in
these trifles which they had so long
trodden carelessly beneath their feet.
A flake of glittering mica, a fragment
of variegated quartz, a bright pebble
from the bed of the creek, became
beautiful to eyes thus cleared and
strengthened and were Invariably put
aside for The Luck. I t was wonderful
how many treasures the woods and
hillsides yielded th at “would do for
Tommy.” Surrounded by playthings
such as never child out of fairyland
had before, It is to be hoped th at Tom
my was content. He appeared to be
serenely happy, albeit there was an
Infantile gravity about him, a con
templative light In his round gray eyes,
that sometimes worried Stumpy. He
was always tractable and quiet, and
It Is recorded that once, having crept
beyond his “corral,” a hedge of tes
sellated pine boughs which surrounded
his bed, he dropped over the bank on
his head In the soft earth and remain
ed with his mottled legs in the air in
that position for at least five minutes
with unflinching gravity. He was ex
tricated without a murmur. I hesi
tate to record the many other instances
of his sagacity, which rest, unfortu
nately, upon the statements of preju
diced friends. Somo of them were not
without a tinge of superstition. “I
crep’ up the bank just now,” said Kentuck one day In a breathless state of
excitement, “and dern my skin if he
wasn’t a-talkin to a jaybird as was
a-slttin on his lap. There they was,
just as free and sociable as anything
you please, a-jawln at each other just
like two cherrybums.”
Howbelt,
whether creeping over the pine boughs
or lying lazily on his back blinking at
the leaves above him, to him the birds
ang, the squirrels chattered and flowrs bloomed. Nature was his nurse and
playfellow. For him she would let slip
between the leaves golden shafts of
sunlight that fell just within his grasp;
she would send wandering breezes-to
visit him with the balm of bay and
resinous gum; to him the tall red
woods nodded familiarly and sleepily,
the bumblebees buzzed, and the rooks
cawed a slumbrous accompaniment.
Such was the golden summer of
Roaring Camp. They were “flush
times,” and the luck was with them.
The claims .had yielded enormously.
The camp was jealous of Its privileges
and looked suspiciously on strangers.
No encouragement was given to immi
gration, and, to make their seclusion
more perfect, the land on either side of
the mountain wall th at surrounded the
camp they duly pre-empted. This and
a reputation for singular proficiency
with the revolver kept the reserve of
Roaring Camp Inviolate. The expressman, their only connecting link with
the surrounding world, sometimes told
wonderful stories of the camp. He
would say: “They’ve a street up there
in Roaring that would lay over any
street in Red Dog. They’ve got vines
and flowers round their houses, and
they wash themselves twice a day.
But they’re mighty rough on strangers,
and they worship an Ingin baby!”
With the prosperity of the camp
came a desire for further improvement.
I t was proposed to build a hotel in the
following spring and to invite one or
' two decent families to reside there for
the sake of The Luck, who might
perhaps profit by female' companion
ship. The sacrifice th at this concession
to the sex cost these men, who were
fiercely skeptical in regard to its gener
al virtue and usefulness, can only be
accounted for by their affection for
Tommy. A few still held out. But the
resolve could not be carried into effect
i for three months, and the minority
.meekly yielded In the hone that some
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thing might turn up to prevent it. And
it did.
The winter of 1851 will long be re
membered in the foothills. The snow
lay deep on the Sierras, and every
mountain creek became a river and ev
ery r>ver a lake. Each gorge and gulch
was transformed Into a tumultuous
watercourse th at descended the hill
sides, tearing down giant trees and
scattering its drift and debris along the
plain. Red Dog had been twice under
water, and Roaring Camp had been
forewarned. “W ater put the gold into
them gulches,” said Stumpy. “It’s
been here once and will be here again.”
And th at night the North Fork sudden
ly leaped over its bank and swept up
the triangular valley of Roaring Camp.
In the confusion of rushing water,
crashing trees and crackling timber
and the darkness which seemed to flow
with the water and blot out the fair
valley but little could be done to collect
the scattered camp. When the morn
ing broke, the cabin of Stumpy, near
est the river bank, was gone. Higher
up the gulch they found the body of
its unlucky owner, but the pride, the
hope, the joy, The Luck, of Roaring
Camp bad disappeared. They were
returning with sad hearts when a
shout from the bank recalled them.
It was a relief boat from down the
river. They had picked up. they said,
a man and an infant, nearly exhausted,
about two miles below. Did anybody
know them, and did they belong there?
It needed but a glance to show them
Xentuck lying there, cruelly crushed
and bruised, but still bolding The Luck
of Roaring Camp in his arms. As they
bent over the strangely assorted pair
they saw that the child was cold and
pulseless. “He is dead.” said one.
Kentuck opened his eyes. “Dead!” he
repeated feebly. “Yes, my man, and
you are dying too.” A smile lit the
eyes of the expiring- Kentuck. “Dyin!” he repeated. “He’s a-takin me
with him. Tell the boys I’ve, got The
Luck with me now.” And the strong
man, clinging to the frail babe as a
drowning man is said to d in g to a
straw, drifted away into the shadowy
river that flows forever to the unknown
seu.
THE NIGHT STOBM.
ft* distant stars in all the sky are bright*
The gentle winds sing songs of peace tonight*
And earth in quiet peacefulness is dressed;
When, lo, from out the distant west
The rumbling voice of thunder deep
Proclaims the storm god; lightnings leap
From the dark horizon, playing
O’er the western trees that, swaying
Wildly, tell the storm gocVs power;
Over all the heavens tower
The great gray clouds, and rapidly
The stars are blotted from the sky*
While rains incessant beat
The ground like tiny feet*
And the thunder
Breaks asunder
All the quiet of the night*
And the forked lightnings bright
Turn to day
The misty way
Of the gray clouds’ dripping path.
Then the wild storm’s aftermath
Follows gently* and* behold*
The stars are shining as of old*
The trees are by soft winds caressed*
And earth in peacefulness is dressed.
—International Magazine.

Early one August afternoon a well
dressed, businesslike looking man, car
rying a small leather handbag, walked
up the principal street of the village of
Graytown. In the basement of the big,
old fashioned country church whicti he
approached a small door stood open.
Turning from the sidewalk, he entered
this door.'
Once out of sight from the street he
ran hurriedly up a flight of stairs and
then found himself In the vestibule,
which was dusky and cool after the
garish light outside. He looked in. One
door of the audience room was open.
The sexton was sweeping the aisle and
coming toward him. He tried a door at
the; end of the vestibule, but this was
locked. Steps echoing through the
empty building told him th at some one
was coming in at the same door by
which he had entered. The man hur
riedly pulled at a small door in the
wall. It opened into w hat seemed to
be a tall, narrow closet, down through
the middle of which a stout wire rope
ran Into a rough stone floor,
i Cramped as these quarters were, the
man crowded himself In, holding the
leather bag close to his side, and pulled
the door shut after him.
Not more than three or four seconds
elapsed before a young man walked
rapidly through the vestibule to the
open door of the audience room. “Oh,
Mr. Jackson,” he called to the man
sweeping, “may I go up and wind the
clock? I t’s the day to wind it, I know.”
“May you? Why, certainly If you
want to,” was the reply. “ Here are the
keys,” and he slid the bunch of keys
along the floor of the aisle.
The boy, Rodney Galvin, picked up
the keys, unlocked the door at the end
of the vestibule and went clattering up
a flight of stairs which the open door
disclosed. By that time the sexton had
reached the vestibule and, whistling as
he worked, began to sweep It.
Rodney Galvin so far had been a dis
appointment to his family. His father
was determined he should be a busi
ness man, his mother had hoped that
he would be a minister, but Rodney, so
his father said, wrathfully, cared only
for “tinkering.” He doctored all the
disabled bicycles in town, and a broken
watch or clock gave him joy. When he
had been refused a position in the bank
a month before and Harry Grant had
been taken instead, Rodney’s only regret was that he should not have an op
portunity to Investigate the time lock
on the bank safe. He watched for
chances to wind the town clock, for he
liked to study its works.
On this day he went with practiced
tread up the dark stairs behind the gal
lery, along the narrow board walk laid
across the beams in the garret floor, up
another long flight of rude steps, and
then he climbed the almost perpendicu
lar ladder which led to the clock room.
Around him were backs of the four
great dials up to which the citizens of
Graytown looked when they wished to
set their watches. The works of the
clock were In the middle of the room.
Taking a big movable iron crank from
the floor, Rodney fitted It up to the end
of the arbor, or spindle, and began
, turning It to wind up the stout wire
rope to which one of the clock weights
was fastened.
. „ ............

§§§§

The town clock of Graytown Is near
ly as old as the church in which ‘It Is
placed, but the people of the village
cherish It and would not think of hav
ing it replaced by one of more modern
style. As a consequence the sexton of
the church had to climb up to the clock
room in the spire once every week un
less he could get some one to go for
him and wind up from the basement,
to which they had spent the previous
week in descending, the blocks of gran
ite that served as clock weights.
It seemed to Rodney this afternoon
as if the machinery worked uncommon
ly hard, and after turning the crank a
few times he dropped It and went back
down stairs.
“I think that pulley needs greasing,”
he said. “I never knew the old clock
to wind so hard.”
“I shouldn’t wonder but what it
does,” was the sexton’s answer. “I
haven’t got a bit of oil here, though,”
he added.
“I’ve g o t. some down to the house
that’ll do,” said the boy. “I’ll go and
get it.”
“All right.” said the sexton. “If I get
through before you come back. I’ll
leave the doors unlocked and the keys
on the window sill.”
“There Isn’t anything the matter
with the weights. Is there?” asked Rod
ney. opening the narrow door which
gave access to the shaft In which one
of the clock weights ran from belfry to
basement. There was nothing to be
seen, The square block of stone which
just filled the space had been wound
up out of sight.
When he went out on the street, Rod
ney found people wildly excited. The
national bank had been robbed. The
teller was out of town, anfi while the
cashier had been at dinner H arry
Grant, the clerk, had been knocked
senseless and the robbery effected.
Seventeen hundred dollars In money
and many valuable papers were gone.
Little Mary Grant reported having
seen a strange man on the street with a
leather handbag. Harry Grant was
still too stunned to talk coherently.
Rodney hurried on for the oil. He
wanted to get back, wind the clock and
lock the church and then join in the
search for the robber.
Oiling the pulley did not seem to
make it work much easier. There was
a small opening at the top of the shaft
through which the weight could be
seen when it was raised into place.
Watching this opening as he toiled at
the crank, Rodney saw appearing not
the block of granite, but a man’s head.
He dropped the crank. If the ma
chinery had not worked automatically,
man and weight might have fallen to
the basement.
“How did you get In there?” Rodney
gasped.
“No matter,” said the man. “I’ll give
yon $100 If you’ll help me out and say
nothing about It.”
“How did yon get in there?” Rodney
repeated.
When he had been down on the
street, he had heard the little girl who
had seen the bank robber telling a
group of excited people th at the
strange man had a smooth face and
wore a brown derby hat. _ This man
had a smooth face and wore a brown
derby hat.
“You are the bank robber!” said Rod
ney.
“You help me out, and I’ll make It
$200,” said the man.
“Are you the man th at robbed the
bank?”
“You get me out of this trap!”
The man kicked savagely against the
Inside of the shaft and, bracing himself
as well as he could in the cramped
space, tried to burst the walls apart.
The joints creaked, but the strength of
six men could not have broken out the
planks of which the shaft was built.
“Yon better stop th at wiggling in
there,” said Rodney. “The rope Isn’t
fastened any too solid through that
rock. If you yank It out, you and the
rock will go down to the basement to
gether. It’s 73 feet down there.”
The “wiggling” stopped, and the
man’s face appeared a t the hole again.
The opening was not more than eight
Inches square, and only the head of the
captive was even with It, but a mo
ment later the muzzle of a revolver
came up into sight beside his face.
Before the man could get his cramped
arm and hand into aiming position
Rodney, quick as a flash, knocked the
catch out of a ratchet in the clock
works and, grasping the crank, turned
It backward until he had lowered his
prisoner far enough down the shaft so
th at he could do no harm.
Feeling sure th at his prisoner was
safe for the present, Rodney decided to
go for help.
Some boys would have rushed from
the church, shouting, “I’ve got him!”
but Rodney walked carelessly down the
street with his hands In his pockets
and joined the outer edge of a crowd
in front of the bank. A hastily printed
notice on which the Ink was not yet
dry announced th at th e , bank would
pay $500 for the capture of the robber,
with his plunder. The town added an
other $100 to the reward.
Rodney’s fingers twisted nervously
in his pockets. Six hundred dollars!
That meant for him the Institute of
Technology. If he asked for help to
secure the man, he could claim only
part of the reward.
He left the group of excited men as
quietly as he had come and went to a
tinshop near by. The proprietor was
out, but Rodney knew him and the
place well. He quickly found the
things he wanted and took them—a
small portable furnace with a charcoal
fire in it, a long handled skillet used
for melting lead and a handful of sul
phur. Taking these with him to the
church vestibule, he locked the outside
door and once more climbed the stairs
into the steeple.
This time he went up one more lad
der into the belfry itself. Here be un
tied the bell rope from the wheel and
let it fall through the hole in the floor.
He knew it would go clear through to
the vestibule and that he would find It
on the floor there when he wanted It,
100 feet of good pliable Inch rope.
Then "be came down to the clockroom
again and, turning the crank backward,
let the loaded weight slowly down to
ward the basement. Fortunately ev
ery one on the street had been too ex
cited all that afternoon to notice that
the town clock was varying from Its
usual regularity.
Rodney had wound the clock often
enough to be able to tell by the number
of coils of wire about the arbor pretty
nearly when the weight had reached
the vestibule door. When he thought
It was nearly there, he left the .clock-
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room and hurried 'down the stairs. A
cautious glance through the narrow
door showed the weight slowly de
scending and nearly all of it in sight.
Scooping the skillet full of live coals
from the portable furnace, Rodney
stood ready. The weight stopped just
as the feet of the man standing on it
came into sight. Then Rodney strew
ed the coals with sulphur and shoved
ihe skillet into the sh a ft A chorus of
mingled coughs and cries followed.
Pulling out the skillet and tossing it
into an empty coal hod, Rodney ran up
the stairs and ladder faster than he
had ever done In his life before, gave
the crank In the clockroom one more
turn backward and then ran down
again. This time the weight was let
down to where the robber’s legs were
visible. The leather bag had been
dropped at his feet
Passing the rope around the man’s
legs and making it into a slipnoose,
Rodney dragged him out upon the floor,
gasping and senseless. The boy did not
know the risk he had run of killing the
man by suffocation with sulphur
fumes. He was sure the robber would
revive, and fortunately he did, but not
until Rodney had bound him firmly
with coil after coil of the bell rope.
When Rodney was sure his man was
safe, he did the coolest thing of all. He
took the leather bag and carried it
down to the bank, saying nothing to
anybody on the way.
“Here is your money, I think, Mr.
Hyde,” he said to the cashier. “I’ve
got the man up In the meeting house.”
Then there was a sensation which fair
ly eclipsed th at of the robbery. Rod
ney Galvin had captured the burglar
alone! I t was incredible! His father
looked a t him in astonishment.
Rodney entered the Institute of Tech
nology that fall; but, best of all, he
knew for the first time In his life that
his father was proud of him, and he
never will forget the warm feeling
which came up In his throat when his
father remarked to him, “You may
amount to something, after all, my
son!”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Old S t a g e c o a c h D a y * .
Adventures of varied nature belonged
to the old English mail coach days. One
of the most thrilling episodes of the
road occurred one night on the way
from Salisbury to London in 1816. The
story is told by Mr. Charles G. Harper
In the Exeter Road.
As the coach went bowling along, the
horses suddenly became extremely
nervous, and w hat was thought to be
a large calf was seen trotting along be
side the left leader in the darkness. As
they neared the Inn the horses became
uncontrollable, and then the supposed
calf seized one of the animals. By this
time the horses were frantic, plunging
and' kicking, and it was remarkable
that the coach was not overturned.
The guard laid hold of his gun and
was about to shoot the assailant when
several men, accompanied by a large
mastiff, appeared. The foremost, see
ing that the guard was about to fire,
pointed a pistol at his head, declaring
th at he would shoot If the beast was
killed.
The “c a l f was a lioness, escaped
from a traveling show. The dog was
set upon the brute, who left the horse,
seized the mastiff and tore him to
pieces and retreated under a granary.
The spot was barricaded to prevent her
escape, and she was noosed and re
turned to captivity.
The horse which had been seized was
seriously injured by the lioness, but
finally recovered.
Seeking: R e s t In B lirm ln zb a m .

The house in which I staid faced a
road traversed by a steam tramway,
the traffic on which goes on from early
morning till late at night, while the
back windows overlooked the London
and Northwestern railway, upon which
at this point perhaps a hundred trains
pass in the 24 hours. I was about to
write “a hundred trains a day;” but,
unfortunately for the light sleeper,
many of them pass in the night.
Ju st as one gets to sleep an express
rushes by with a noise like an ava
lanche and rouses one with a start.
When you have recovered from the
fright and are settling yourself for a
second attem pt at sleep, a goods train
arrives on the scene and shunts into a
siding ju st under your window. You
lie awake listening to the bump, bump,
bump, of the buffers and the occasion
al whistle of the engine, wondering
how long it will be before the wretched
train moves on.
At length it is gone, and, being past
midnight, you feel yon can safely turn
over and settle yourself for the night.
You drop asleep to the soft music of a
tilt hammer and the rushing of steam
at a distant iron forge, to be aroused
again perhaps about 4 in the morning
by an early excursion train. Between 5
and 6 the regular traffic recommences,
so you need not try to sleep again.—
W estminster Review.
,
E a r ly D a ys o f F reem aso n ry.

Outside of England and her colonies
the development of Masonry was by
no means rapid, but the church early
took the alarm, and in 1738 Clement
X II condemned it In his bull. In Emi
nent!. No reason for this was alleged
except its secrecy and th at under its
rules men of all religion# associate to
gether, giving rise to suspicions of evil,
wherefore all members Incur excom-.
munication removable only by the
pope, and all bishops are instructed to
prosecute and punish them as vehe
mently suspect of heresy.
As the parlement of Paris refused to
register this bull It could scarce accom
plish much outside of the papal states,
except In Spain, but within them it
was rendered effective by an edict of
the cardinal secretary of state Jan. 14,
1739, pronouncing irrémissible pain of
death, not only on all members, but on
all who tempt others to join or favor
the society in any way, such as leasing
a house for Its use. This was a decla
ration of war to the knife, although the
only victim of the death penalty is said
to have been the French author of a
book on Masonry.—New Lippincott
C oat o f R o a d * In N ew J e r s e y .

In New Jersey, the pioneer state In
improvement of highways, much ex
perimenting was done in building
roads of various widths frem eight
feet upward, and so some money was
wasted In getting started, but the sys
tem of good roads is advancing rapid
ly, and the state leads all the other
states In mileage. Her people have
found the cost to be from $1,500 to
$3,000 a mile.

LAMP CHIMNEYS.
M ade In T h is C o u n tr y b y M illio n * A n ton ally F o r H om o Vise a n d E x p o rt*

“The lamp chimney,” said a man ac
quainted with the tradç, “seems a simpie sort of thing, but there are not
many things of more common use the
world over, and In the aggregate the
number sold is enormous. In this coun
try there are 12,000 men and boys em- '
ployed in making lamp chimneys, and
the chimneys produced number mil
lions annually. The greater number
are now made west of the Alleghany
mountains in Pennsylvania, Ohio and
Indiana, where the majority of the
glass works of the country, are located,
many of them in the natural gas re
gions.
“The first glass works In the country
were established in Boston, and former
ly the glass making industry was prin
cipally In the east. Now there are not
nearly so many gloss factories here as
there once were.
“One not familiar with the business
might be surprised with the great vari
ety In which lamp chimneys are made.
Lamps are made in these days in very
great variety by many makers, and of
course there are made chimneys suita
ble for all of them. There is one Amer
ican lamp chimney maker who, count
ing sizes and styles, produces 600 varie
ties. Among the great variety of chim
neys made there are some th at are of
common use everywhere, and then
there are some th a t are specially suited
to demands in this or th a t part of the
country and are not in demand In
other parts.
“Lamp chimneys are not only made
In far greater variety than formerly, to
fit perfectly every sort of lamp, but
they are also made better than ever. In
fact, lamp chimneys have advanced
with everything else. But enormous
and increasing as the production is, the
demand scarcely keeps pace with the
increase In the population, this being
especially true of cities In which gas Is
more and more used and here In New
York, for instance, by users through
slot gas machines, which have some In
fluence on the sale of lamp chimneys.
Still the num ber'of lamps used here is
enormous. There are plenty of people
burning gas, for instance, who have as
well three or four lamps, and thé num
ber of people here who use lamps alone
for the purpose of Illumination Is very
great. There are used In New York
and its vicinity millions of lamp chim
neys annually.
“There are received In this city from
western manufacturers for domestic
consumption I suppose about four car
loads of chlmn^Js weekly, running
from 1,500 to 2,000 dozen chimneys toi
the car. These are sold to jobbers, whoi
distribute them through their trade to
customers in the city and hereabout
and to customers a t greater or less dis
tances away. Perhaps half of these
chimneys or rather more are used in
the city or within 50 miles of it. To the
chimneys thus brought here are to be
added those produced here, the eastern
chimneys being made chiefly for the
local trade and for export.
“We Import a few lamp chimneys of
the cheapest and of the best grades,
the cheap chimney from Germany and
the costlier from France, but these im
ports cut only a small figure in the to
tal consumption, and we export lamp
chimneys in great quantities. We send
very few to Europe, though we do sell
them some of our best chimneys. But
outside of Europe we sell lamp chim
neys everywhere. We come into com
petition In some parts of the world
with the Germans, who make chim
neys very cheaply, but our exports are
Increasing, and we send chimneys, as
I said, everywhere—to Mexico, the
West Indies, South America, South
Africa, China—In fact, to all lands in
which lamps are used, all around the
earth.”—New York Sun.
B ro n ffh t to R ea e o n .

He was out walking with a young
lady who had a decided antipathy to
cigarettes, but not being aware of her
prejudice he lighted one of the little
rolls and began smoking with great
gusto, inhaling the fumes deep into his
lungs and then blowing great rings up
a t the moon, which gazed tranquilly
down on bis folly.
Offended by his presumption, she
said, with dangerous urbanity:
“Do you know, I can read fortunes In
cigarette smoke?”
“Indeed!” exclaimed the unsuspect
ing youth. “Perhaps you’ll condescend
to read mine.”
“Oh, certainly, if you wish it.”
Then she gazed up in the air at the
delicate blue wreaths of smoke. She
hesitated, evidently puzzled about
something.
“I am undecided which of two things
Is to befall you,” she admitted. “Your
fortune Is not so easily read as I fan
cied It would be.”
“W hat are the two things?”
“Why, I can’t determine whether you
are marked out for the lung disease or
lunacy,” was the answer. “Cigarettes
have such diverse effects on people of
your temperament.”
A moment later the cigarette lay
glimmering In the gutter, and the for
tune teller was listening to her escort’s
embarrassed
apologies. — Memphis
Scimitar.
L o u d e r T ita n tlie F a lls .

Tourists who go to see Bolton abbey
in England usually push on to PosTorth Gill waterfall, which is near by.
relates The Youth’s Companion. On
one occasion an old guide accompanied
a party of very garrulous ladies and a
solitary gentleman to the head of the
gorge where the w ater comes down.
The gentleman became somewhat tired
after awhile, possibly from sightseeing,
and remarked:
“My good fellow, how much farther
Is it yet to the fall?”
“Ju st a minute or two, sir,” tha guide
answered. “As soon as the ladies stop
talking yon will hear the roar.”
D ip lo m a c y W in s.

“Yes, th at cheeky young Wintergreen
made a friend of the haughty Mrs. De
Young the very first time he met her!”
“How did he do it?”
“He asked her If her hair wasn’t
prematurely gray.”—Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
B e n e B t o f th e D oubt.

Sister’s New Beau (to Freddy, star
ing)—Well, Freddy, how do you like
my looks?
Freddy—Oh, yer long hair makes you
look awful silly, but mebbe you ain’t.—
Indianapolis Journal.
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T he selection of public officials to determine the affairs
of local government is and always will be an important work.

I f Editor Johnson of the North Wales Record has in mind
the taking of any more flights of fancy perhaps he can be
persuaded ^o use a parachute, or a pair of wings.
William E. Chandler has been retired as United States

Senator after many years of service, by the New Hampshire
Legislature. I t was William E. Chandler who announced the
morning after the Presidential election of 1876 that Hayes
was elected and would be the next Presieent. I t was a bolt
statement made in anticipation of desperate methods, and the
returning, boards of Louisiana, Florida and South Carolina
made the statement good, and the candidate elected by the
people never occupied the Presidential chair.
On Monday William McKinley was elected President of
the United States, and Theodore Roosevelt Vice President,
in the Electoral Colleges of the forty-five States of the Union ;
the aggregate vote being 289 for McKinley and Roosevelt
and 158 for Bryan and Stevenson. Congress will officially
compute and declare the vote of the Electoral College on
February 13. The President was indirectly re-elected last
November by the people. But the direct result comes by
way of a lot of unnecessary, circumlocutory proceedings—
red tape, of course.
M atthew S tanley Quay was on Tuesday re-elected

United States Senator from Pennsylvania by the House of
Representatives and Senate at Harrisburg. He received 104
votes in the House and 26 votes in the Senate. The opposi
tion had 95 in the House and 24 in the Senate.
If Mr. Quay and his lieutenants used questionable and
illegal means to achieve a most remarkable victory, it is then
reasonable to assume, upon the basis that neither side pos
sessed a monopoly of righteousness,' that those who engi
neered the movements of his opponents used or attempted to
use questionable and illegal means to prevent his election,
and if both Regulars and Insurgents employed such methods,
the voters of Pennsylvania ought to be able to get into their
heads pretty soon to emphatically express themselves in
favor of abolishing the present indirect and unsatisfactory
way of chosing United States Senators.
Mr. Quay’s recent victory, from an individual standpoint,
is the greatest in the history of Pennsylvania politics.
I n referring to the finances of the county the N orris
town Herald correctly observes: “ Montgomery county is
in an excellent condition financially. The debt is a mere trifle,
compared with the wealth and resources of the connty. The
the tax rate, two mills, is not at all burdensome, and,many
improvements are made every year. Among those which
have been secured within a comparatively short time, are the
freeing of all the bridges on the Schuylkill, the construction
of the two bridges on Airy street, Norristown, one over Stony
Creek, the other over Saw Mill ru n ; the freeing of many
miles of toll roads in various sections of the county. During
this time many bridges have been built in boroughs and
tow nships; a fire proof equipment for the preservation of
papers has been placed in many departments of the court
house; an infirmary has been built at the Almshouse and other
valuable permanent improvements have been completed which
it is unnecessary to mention in detail at this time. I t is re
markable that so much has been accomplished without resort
ing to increased taxation, or to a considerable increase of the
county’s indebtedness. That neither has become a necesity
is highly creditable to the present and previous Boards of
County Commissioners.”
WASHINGTON LETTER. digger Indians. The only objection
From Our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. C., Jan. 11, 1901.

The House voted to expand its
own membership to 386 by the de
cisive majority of 63, the vote being
165 for the Burleigh substitute for
the Census Committee’s Reapporti
onment bill, which left the member
ship of the House as at present but
reduced the number of Representa
tives by one from eight States, to
102 against. Fond as the Senate is
of amending House bills, it is not
likely that it will attempt to amend
this one, which deals only with the
membership of the House. There
fore it can be accepted as reasonably
certain that the Burleigh bill will
become a law in the near future.
Under it no State will lose any Re
presentatives, and after March 3,
1903, there will be 29 more Repre
sentatives, the additions being di
vided as follows: One each from
from Ark., Cali., Colo., Conn., Fla.,
La., Mass., Miss., Mo., N. C., N.
Dak., Wash., W. Va., and Wis.;
two each from Minn., N. J.^andPa.,
and three each from 111., N. Y., and
Texas. The ratio is one Represen
tative for every 194, 182 of popu
lation.
The River and Harbor bill follow
ed the Reapportiontnent bill in the
House and after a debate in which
the opposition was of the most per
functory sort, caused more by dis
appointment at failure to get ap
propriations in the bill than from
any actual opposition, it was passed.
Representative Champ Clark made
a semi-humorous speech in his best
vein in favor of his amendment to
the Reapportionment bill, provi
ding for the making of the District
of Columbia a Territory, which was
ruled out on a point of order. He
said: “ It is a disgrace to the
American Republic that right here
under the shadow of the dome of
this Capitol, 300,000 people—black,
white and copper-colored—are ab
solutely disfranchised, and have no
more voice in their own government than if they were so many

that I have ever heard to my propo
sition was the statement of some
fine-haired citizens of this town that
if the right of franchise was re
stored to these people the poor
whites and damn niggers would
vote them into bankruptcy. That is
a very strange statement to be made
in this Capital. You cannot walk
300 yards in this town without see
ing either the effigy of Andrew
Jackson or Abram Lincoln. And to
say that poor whites are dangerous
voters in this country, in a town
that holds up the lives of these men
as exemplars of American manhood,
is absolutely preposterous. A wag
out in Mo. told me that when An
drew Johnson was sworn in as Vice
President, in looking up at the dip
lomatic gallery he happened to catch
sight of the representatives of the
foreign powers up there, and he
shook his fist at them and said:
‘You aristocratic cockadoodles, go
back to your royal piasters and tell
them that in the land of the setting
sun you saw a tailor and a railsplitter climb to the apex of human
power. ’ Whether he ever said it or
not, it was worthy to be said, be
cause that idea is the genius of our
institutions.”
Senators Hawley, chairman of the
Military Committee, and Pettigrew,
had a little spat while the Army bill
was being debated. The latter had
interrupted the former by asking a
number of questions and finally Mr.
Hawley refused to answer any more.
Then Mr. Pettigrew said: “ I am
quite well aware of the Senator’s
inability to intelligently answer my
question.” Then Mr. Hawley got
mad, and retorted: ,lWhat does the
Senator mean by that low-down in
sult? Has he been to a saloon out
side of the post exchange?
It is still problematical when the
Senate committee on Finance will
report on the Revenue reduction
bill and what the nature of the re
port will be. This week’s regular
meeting of the committee was de
voted to a general discussion of the
subject, but no conclusion was
reached. The committee will not

hold another meeting until next
week. It is quite evident that there
is to be no hurry on the measure;
also that the bill as passed by the
House is not satisfactory to the com
mittee.
The House Judiciary Committee
has favorably reported a bill amend
ing the Chinese exclusion law so as
to put an end to some of the most
glaring methods of avoiding that
law in connection with the return
to the U. S. of those Chinese who
have a legal right to enter. The
bill is largely the result of recom
mendations of U. S. officials in the
northern district of New York, en
dorsed by the Attorney General.
The Senate committee on Agri
culture has closed the hearings on
the Oleomargarine bill, and it is ex
pected that the measure will shortly
be favorably reported to the Senate,
but there is much doubt as to
whether it wiil be voted upon at
this session. If it isn’nt, the work
done in getting the bill through the
House will have all been thrown
away.
The Senate talked all the week on
the Army Reorganization bill, and
the talk on the “canteen” section,
which was struck out, which oc
cupied the most time, was at times
quite spirited and aroused some
bad blood. That some' of the talk
was indulged in to kill time is quite
certain, but there has been nothing
that could be called a fillibuster.
It is certain that the bill will pass
and it is very probable that it Will
receive a vote larger than the re
publican membership of the Senate.
The President has' been confined
to his room with the grip all the
week, but there has been no reason
for the wild stories of his dangerous
illness that have been sent out of
Washington. His attack is a very
mild one and Dr. Rixey has kept
him in his room more as a precau
tion to prevent its becoming worse
than because his condition made it
necessary. It is no worse than the
attack which has kept Secretary
Hay away from his office for a week
without causing any sensatisnal
stories to be put in circulation.
A FILIPINO APPEAL.
From the Philadelphia Times.

We must throw aside all our
American traditions in order to re
fuse the appeal of the Filipinos ex
pressed in the memorial to Congress
from peaceful inhabitants of Manila.
They call these traditions to mind,
and because of them beg the United
States to cease the “persecution of
men struggling to be free, strug
gling against greater odds and
greater wrongs than those which
inspired the fathers of the Repub
lic.”
It is not necessary to discuss this
comparison. The bare facts are
sufficient. It is unquestionably
true, as these memorialists say, that
the so-called revolution has the sup
port of practically all the people of
all the Philippine Islands, who are
as determined as ever not to yield
till their last blood has been shed.
This is no mere military boast; it is
the deliberate declaration of some
two thousand persons who aré
vouched for as representing the
best element of the native population
of Manila, whose co-operation must
be necessary to the restoration of
peace upon any basis. And all the
information we have confirms their
statement of the situation.
If an appeal had come to us from
these people while they were fight
ing against the authority of Spain,
it would at least have elicited an
expression of sympathy. Even the
Spaniards grew weary of shooting
these people and made terms with
them. Now we. aré carrying on the
Spaniard’s work and refuse to treat
with the Filipinos on any terms but
those of unconditional submission.
No wonder they accuse the United
States of treachery to what always
have been regarded as fundamental
American principles. Our pre
tensions are more despotic than
those of Spain.
The United States Government
may have the kindest intentions to
ward the Filipinos, but how are
they to know it? Until 1898 they
had had very little intercourse with
Americans and knew little of this
country except as the traditional
upholder of liberty. They never
doubted that we would be their
friends and protectors, and their
disappointment was the greater
when we assumed the position of
enemies and oppressors, How can
we possibly justify this to our
selves? What answer will Congress
make to the Filipino appeal for
peace and liberty?

packing house products. But for
reasons of their owu the packers
have seen fit to declars^their inde
pendence, and, having plenty of
capital, to purchase in markets be
yond the Salt Trust’s control. The
less fortunate consumer can only
envy them their freedom and re
luctantly submit to the Trust’s
orders.
Although such a purpose probably
never entered the heads of the Kan
sas City packers, they have illus
trated in a striking way how the
tariff in a single instance helps a
great monopoly to reap illegitimate
profits. The sources of supply of
salt are so numerous and so vast in
the United States that there is no
question about what the price
should be if it were not for artificial
restrictions. With the cost of trans
portation as a bar to the importation
of foreign salt the domestic pro
ducers have ample protection, but a
high tariff has increased their
opportunity to enhance prices. By
consolidating all their works under
one management it has been made
possible for them to put up their
prices arbitrarily until a large con
sumer like the Armour Packing
Company finds it cheaper to pur
chase abroad.

The R ichest Indian in America.
Chicago, January 10.—Melvin

Dempsey, the richest Indian in
America, reached Chicago last .week
with bags of gold dust and pockets
full of nuggets. Three years ago
he left this city for Alaska, a poor
man, in the employ of a number of
Chicago capitalists, who had con
fidence in his ability as a mining
engineer. To-day he is a millionaire
with fifteen rich claims duly re
corded, one of which has just been
sold for $100,000. Another has
been disposed of for $25,000, Mr.
Dempsey and his partner receiving
one-half the gold taken out next
year. The claims are located in the
Christechina country on a branch of
the Copper river.

Ammunition and Repairs,
— GO TO —

GEO. F. CLA M ER,
— DEALER IN —

HARDWARE

Reason
able
Prices.
AGENT FOR AMERICAN FIELD FENC
ING, CYPHERS INCUBATORS,
BROODERS, ETC.
GROUND OYSTER SHELLS.
Poultry Wire In all sizes, Man’s Green Bone
Cotters, Enterprise Shell Grinders,
Clover Meal, Chick Manna, etc.
l3F“General repairing of Sewing Machines,
Bicycles, etc. Sa.-. s, Scissors and Skates
sharpened.

A
A
A
A
A
A

GOODS

H. E. Elston,
HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
TOYS, ETC.,

1

*§

Ü
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1i t YOU WILL
I MÀKË NO
I
MISTAKE i1m
* In making your purchases at
4; FENTON’S STORE. Years of
kr experience enables the proprietor
^ to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thouf sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
^ general store.
£
fc
?!
*
£.

In DRY GOODS, GROCERIE8, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what yqn want at the
Hi right price.
jt-

Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed's
Boots and Shoes are among the
2 ? specialties.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Hardware.

m
m
m
m
5
m
n

m
m
m

Men’s Pants in Latest Styles Wool and
Worsted, $1 50 to $3.00.
Cotton Pants, 75c. to $1.00.
Hats and Caps, a new lot, in latest shapes
and colors.'
See our line of Winter Shoes, Boots, Rub
ber Boots a'nd Shoes. Try our Waterproof
Shoe, extra high top, double sole, or a pair
of our Two-buckle Felt Boots, and have dry
and warm feet the coldest day.
Horse Blankets, Stable Blankets and Plush
Robes. Over 30 styles of blankets, from 60e.
to $7 per blanket.

E. G. Brownback,
O n th e B a r 
g a in

Counter

You can do the same.
It may or may not be caused

Watch This

by the failure of stomach and

Space for Re
moval Sale in

The way, to cure a disease
is to stop its cause, and help
the body get back to its habit
of health.

Women’s Fine Kid Butt, and
Laee, all Styles and Widths,
---- 93.00. ----Women’s Dongola Hid, Bntt. and
Laee, all Sizes, at 91.50.

H . L. NYCE.
6 E. Main St.

NORRISTOW N.

Shoes at the

WHITER GOODS

C o lleg ev ille

All Clamp Skates, 60e. Per Pair.

S h o e S tore!

New Process Oil Heaters, $5.00.
Horse Blankets, 75c. to $7.50.
Lap Robes, 93.50 to 950.00.
Ground Oyster Shells, 60c. Per

j J

B. LONG Ä NON,
— IN THEIR —

NEW RESTAURANT,
(Next door to Register Office,)

No. 5 ¥ . Main St.. - Norristown, Pa.,

INTorristown, P a.

■81 TREMENOOGS SUCCESS US-

If you want to SAVE MONEY, why just come and buy at
our January Unloading Sale and you will say it was the best
day’s wages you ever made ; we have saved dollars for all our
customers, and are ready to save dollars for others.

A Few of Our Unloading Prices in Suits :

I. P. Williams, QQ5 Main St
ROYERSFORD, D
P
-A
..

For H O L ID A Y PRESENTS-For E V E R Y DAY USE

The Lamp o f Steady Habits
®Ti

The lamp that doesn't flare up or smoke, or cause you
to use bad language ; the lamp that looks good when
you get it and stays good; the lamp that you never willl n g l^ a r t with, once you have i t ; that's

lOO Pounds.
SLEDS at All Prices.

Complete Stock of Hard ware

Che JVew Rochester* VsWW
Old. Lamps Made New.

Rochon*,

We can fill every lamp want. No m atter whether you
want a new lamp or stove, an old one repaired or reflnI ished, a vase mounted or other make of lamp transform
ed into a N ew Rochester« we can do it. Let usj
send you literature on the subject.
4
We are SPECIALISTS in the treatment of diseases of'
Lamps. Consultation FREE.
^
Park Place A S3 Barela? St., New York.

THE ROCHESTER LIMP CO., 38

N e w F a ll

IF YOUR
WATCHES

— and—

DO ROT
Keep accurate time, no matter where

you or your friends bought them,
Flannelettes for wrappers
bring them here and 1*11 adjust then!
and children’s dresses. Guinea I
Hen Flannel for Skirts. Out
for you.
ing Flannel, Shaker Flannel,
and Canton Flannel,
That has been my business for 25
Sheeting in all widths,
years, and my success is guaranteed
Tubing for pillow cases;
by railroad men, who must carry
Muslins, bleached and un
accuracy.
bleached ; Towelings, from
5 cts., up.
Linings and all Small No
tions used for dressmaking,
such as bones, hooks and
eyes, shields, collar canvas,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.
seam binding, etc.
Buy the New Shape Cor 16 E a s t JVIaiii St.,
set for 1900 to have the cor
NORRISTOWN. PA.
rect figure. Also the Silk
Opaque for dress trimming.
AND SECOND-HAND
Gilt Braid, too, is to be used
for dress trimming, as well
as for millinery. Velvet Rib
bon is still on the lead and
here on -hand.
— AND —
Ready - made Wrappers,
Overalls, and a full line of
Winter Underwear for ladies, S T O R E S
gents and children, at all
prices. White Shirts, Col And a General Assortment o f
ored Shirts, latest styles in
Tin and Holloware,
Collars and Ties, and every
thing for Gents’ Furnishings.

J. D. Sallade,

Ranges, Heaters,

ALWAYS ON HAND.

Blacksmilh Supplies a Large
Are ready at ail times to give their patrons
Portion o f Onr Business.'
first class service. Just such meals as you
want; all the delicacies of the season, and
the best of everything the market affords.
Oysters served in every style.
A home-like place for country people and
townspeople to be served with meals or
or rent.
A farm of 150 acres in the borough of lunches. Remember the place, No. 5 West
207 Bridge Street,
Trappe. For particulars apply to the un Main Street, next door to Register Office,
dersigned.
LEWIS ROYER.
and a few steps from Swede Street.
Phœnlxville, Pa.

f
w
w
A
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Other lamps may be offered you as “ just as good .
they may be, in some respects, but for all around good
ness, there’s only one. The New Rochester. To make
sure the lamp offered you is centime, look for the name
on i t ; every lamp has it. (800 Varieties.)

W in te r
W om en’s
G oods !
Goodyear

Low Price of $2.00

food.

Keystone Dry Goods Store

TRAPPE, PA.

Butt, and Lace, with Pat. and
Hid Tip in Butt, and Pat. Tip
Lace only, for the

they think it is caused by im

m MORGAN WRIGHT S E

Floor Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Keep your cattle and poultry in good,
bealthy condition by feeding them Rauh’s
Stock and Poultry Food, a great egg pro
ducer. Bone Mills and Crushed Oyster
Shells in 100 lb. bags.
Paints, Oils, Glass, Building Hardware, 2
and 3-ply Roofing and Paint for same."
Our Grocery Department is complete with
good, clean, fresh stock, at prices as low as
the lowest.

Hand-Sewed

sion of Cod Liver Oil, when

100 yards fine draperies, 27 in hes wide of
sateen. Sold at 10 cents, now 6
cents a yard.
Another lot of heavy outing flannels—
slightly Imperfect ; 8 cents a yard.
200 vards unbleached canton flannel ; worth
12)4 cents ; our price 10 cents.
Table linens which w re 28 cents, now 25
cents.

Flannelettes, Onting Flannels, Shaker
«educed to 910.00
Flannels, Canton Flannels, and Wool Men’s 915.00 Paddochoo,
Flounces.
Men’s 915*00 Oxfords,
«educed to 12.00
Muslins and Sheeting in all widths. Pil Men’s 910.00 Light Covert, with plaid lining,
and satin trimmings, are 90.50 and 95.50
low Casing, Tubing. A good Toweling at 4
cents per yard.
Men’s 96.50 Oxfords, with velvet eollar and excellent lining,
5.00
93.50 and 4.00
Cotton und All wool Bed Blankets in Youths’ 94.50 and 95.00, all colors, reduced to
reduced to 1.15
Greys, Whites, Fawns and Red, from cheap Boys’ 92.50 Overcoat,
est to best.
Boys’ Double-Breasted Oxfords, with velvet eollar and satin
facing, that are excellent value, are reduced from 92.50
New styles in Zaza Suiting, 80 Inches wide.
and 9S.OO, to
91.55 and $2 .0»
A full line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Flat and
Fleeced-Lined Underwear.

m

m

Note

A Few of Our Prices in O vercoats:

58 and 60 East Main Street,
NORRISTOWN. PA.

always cure it.

F

W e have added the following.
the prices for standard goods:

Ben’s 913.00 all-wool Oxford«,
reduced to 98.00
Men’s Elegant 98.50 all-wool Suits,
“
« 6.75
Men’s Matchless 95.50
“
“
m
« 5.00
Youths’ 95.75 Stylish Striped Flannels,
“
<• 4.75 ,
Boys’ 95.00 Fine Wool Suits,
with extra buttons and patches, are 4.00
Boys’ 93.50 Suits,
are reduced to 1.75
Boys’ 91.35 Suits,
are reduced to .98

*----AT------

and nothing, now known, will

The genuine has
this picture on it, take
no other.
If .you have not
tried it, send for free
sample, its agreeable
taste will
surprise
you.
SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists,
409 Pearl S t., N. Y,
50c. and $ 1 .0 0 ; all druggists.

BUT

F a ll & W in te r

AT GREATLY REDUCED
PRICES
Picture, former price, $2.25, now $1.25.
Ptcture, former price, $2 00, now $1.50.
Picture, former price, $1 50, now $1.00.
Picture, former price, $1.00, now .75,
Picture, former price, $1.00, now .50.
Picture former price .50, now .25.
oooOooo

Nobody knows all about it;

When Scott’s Emulsion of
Cod Liver Oil does that, it
cures; when it don’t, it don’t
cure. It never does harm.

The remarkable offers we have been
making in dry goods continue,

Has been our THREE DAYS REDUCTION SALE of Men’s
Main Street, Near Depot, and Boys’ Clothing and Furnishings, which we will continue for
the balance of January, so that all may have a chance to reap
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the benefit of this sale. We know it is a great success because
the people say the reductions are wonderful, and all agree that
nothing like it was ever known in the history of this town.

■jMjr Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
S . variety.

of

REINFORCED

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,

PICTURES

Rheumatism. m

digestion

m m m m tm tm m n o m m m n m m m & m n

HOUSE FURNISHING
::: GOODS :::

TOUR 8TORE.
Yes and every year sees it being brought
nearer to a store that the people like. Busi
ness is done on different plans than years
ago, and the management here means to
bring it to your ideas as far as possible.
“ Your money back if you want it” is a new
one in to day’s trading, but it is here for you.
This guarantees satisfaction in all cases.
A lady asked us on Saturday why we always
held our clearing sales in January. Well,
this is generally housecleaning time in the
Big Stores, and you know this means quite a
job t5 get rid of broken lots, odds and ends
of an assortment and goods In general that
we wish to change patterns of. It saves our
handling, it saves us time and money ; it
puts money in your pocket, it makes friends.
What more could a merchant want or need
than friends who crowd his stores and coun
ters, going away pleased

jjfii

perfect

T T S T JJ^ U ,

U ^ IL T T T ^ IR /Y - S A L E

----- AND------

3BIG S T O R ES

ndtp

Doctors try Scott’s Emul

, ------

“One of Dr. King’s New Life Pills each Paint, Glass, Putty, Varnish, Oil,
night for two weeks has put me in my
Brushes, Etc.
‘teens’ again,” writes D H. Turner of
1000 yurds Codysilk, a fabric which looks
Dempseytown, Pa. They’re the best in the
like silk. Sold everywhere at 25
world for Liver, Stomach and Bowels.
Can
cents. Our price 12)4 cents.
Purely vegetable Never gripe. Only 25c.
1200 yards Bradenburg Percale, 38 inches
at Jos. W. Cutbert’s drug store.
wide ; light and dark styles. Sold at
Now
12)4, now fl)£ cents.
fine draperies, 36 inches wide of
Be had 100 yards
THE
heavy sateen. Sold at 15 cents, now
10 cents.
at

bowels to do their work. If
A PROTECTED TRUST.
it is, you will cure it; if not,
From the North American.
The Armour Packing Company, you will do no harm.

which is interested in trusts of its
own, has lately had a taste of the
methods of a tr u s t, that it cannot
control. Until recently it has been
a large customer of the Salt Trust,
but in the last few weeks that Trust
has hoisted its prices to a point at
which the Armour Packing Com
pany rebels. In order to get what
it wanted at a fair figure the Ar
mour concern has been compelled to
import sixty carloads of salt from
Portugal. That is to say, although
the Salt Trust’s works at Hutchin
son are only 200 miles from Kansas
City, the packers have found they
could save money by buying their
salt at Lisbon, 5000 miles away, and
by paying freight and insurance
charges and $1.60 a ton import
duties.
No doubt the Armour Packing
Company could pay the present
wholesale Trust price of $6 a ton for
salt and continue to pack meat at a
profit. The chances are, if it sur
rendered to the Trust, the advance
in the price of salt could easily be
recovered by raising the price of

e
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Hade Young Again.

AN ELECTRICIAN DESCRIBES
TH E SENSATION OF A
SEVERE SHOCK.

The sensation of an ordinary
severe shock of electricity is famil
iar to the majority of people and is
not especially peculiar, but a knock
out dose of the current is something
entirely different.
I was splicing a connection in a
power-house and mistook an arclight feeder, which had sagged
down, for a dead wire. I had a
pair of pliers in my left hand, and
attempted to push it out of the way
with them. So much I remember
perfectly.
Then all of a sudden I had a most
extraordinary sensation. I felt as
if my blood were expanding and
swelling every vein in my body to
the last pitch of tension.
The great arteries in my neck
seemed to stretch until they were
as big around as ship cables, and
were suffocating me with their
pressure; and I had the same burst
ing feeling in my eyeballs, my ton
gue^ my nostrils, and even in the
roots of my hair.
All this came over me with terri
fic swiftness, but it was nothing
like a stroke of lightning • or the
twinkling of an eye. On the con
trary, several seconds seemed to
elapse, and the feeling was so en
tirely different from what I had
always imagined it would be, that it
never entered my mind that I had
been shocked by a high power cur
rent.
Then, as nearly as I can describe
vit, my overstrained tissues appeared
to give way; something exploded in
my brain like a hundred-ton gun,
and everything became black. Al
most immediately, it seemed, I
opened my eyes and found myself
on the floor, fully conscious, but
very weak.
As a matter of fact I had been
hurled a dozen feet. What I im
agined had consumed at least a
tenth of a second had possibly oc
cupied a thousandth part of a sec
ond, and had been unconscious fully
two hours.
My experience simply shows that
we have often observed in dreams,
that under abnormal conditions the
brain loses all conception of time.
I am pretty positive, from question
ing a npmber of people, that every
body who survives a shock from a
current over a certain voltage has
an experience very similar to my
own.

f o

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
MAIN S T R E E T ,
C O L L E G E V IL L E .

.
N. I . Benjamin & Go. F
Farms and other property. I make
a specialty of renting and collecting. Have
or rent

some applicants for farms, etc. Prompt
attention. Lease free. Call on or ad
dress
R. P. BALDWIN,
27dec.
Collegevilie, Pa.

AT REDUCED PRICES F
SPECIAL BARGAIN8 will be offered for
the purpose of disposing of the stock of
Ranges, Heaters, Stoves, Tinware, etc., etc.,
belonging to the estate of A. L, Gottshalk,
deceased.

A. H. GOTTSHALK, Administrator.
NEAR PERKIOMEN BRIDGE.

6dee.

YOUR Posters Printed at
Glf ET the
IndeiMsndeot Otfiee.

6 THE INDEPENDENT 81
TERMft
$1.00 I’Ell YEAR
:s
IN All VANCE.
»

Y. W. C. T. U.

The Yerkes Y. W. C. T. U. will
hold a meeting at the residence of
James G. Detwiler on Saturday
evening, January 19. A eordial in
vitation is extended to all.

Thursday, Jan ’y 17, 1901
CHURCH SERVICES.
8fc. Jam es' Episcopal, Evausburg : Kev. A. J.
Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn
ing at 10.30, and 3.15 p. m. Sunday School at
2.15 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
Church, Oaks Station. Rev. B. J. Douglass,
rector. Services on Sundays, 10.45 a. m., 3.30
p. in. Also Sunday •School a t 2.30 o’clock in the
annex adjoining. Holy Communion first Sun
day in the month a t 10.45 a. m. service. The
seats in this church are free and a very cordial
welcome is extended to all.
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
O. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
а. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. in., every
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
second Sunday evening a t 7.30 ; Bible school,
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days a t 7.80 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S. L. Massinger, pastor. Preaching every Sun
day at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p m. Sunday School
at 9 a. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting,
Sunday, a t 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meet
ing, Sunday, a t 6.30 p . m. Congregational
prayer meeting, Wednesday, a t 7.30 p. m.
Catechetical class, Saturday» a t 2.30 p. m. All
are cordially invited to atte.nd the services.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J. P. Rowland
pastor.
Services a t 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday School at 9.30 a. m. Prayer service fol
lowing Sunday School.
Augustus L utheran Church, Trappe. Ser
vices next Sunday a t 10 a. m.
Trinity C hurch: Wednesday evening, prayer
meeting, 7.30 o’clock. Saturday afternoon,
catichetical class. 2 o’clock. Sunday: Sunday
school, a t 9 a. m. and preaching a t 10 o’clock;
tho Junior C. E. prayer service, Freddie W alt
leader, a t 2 p. m., and the Y. P . S. C. E.
prayer service, Daniel H. Bartman leader, a t
б. 45 o’clock; and, services, in the Auditorium,
Jucluding an address by the S tate College
Secretary of the Y. M. C. A., a t 7.45 o’clock.
The pastor will preaoh in Croll’s Hall,
Skippack ville, Sunday afternoon, a t 2.30o’clock,
aud in Ironbridge Chapel, Sunday evening, a t
7.30 o’clock.

H om e and Abroad.
—If there is
'—Much weather
—Like that of Tuesday
—In the near future
—The g. h. may not wait until
February 2
, —To try to see a shadow! •
—The weather seems to favor
—Political hobnobs
—Of a local character
—And otherwise.
j—Some localites might get on
tnuoh better with less factional and
personal politics.
— And this borough is one of the
some.
—The annual banquet of the
Montgomery County Medical Society
was held Tuesday evening at
Stritzinger’s parlors.
—A fire in the confectionery es
tablishment of Charles A. Haws, in
Pottstown, Tuesday, did $2,000
worth of damage to his stock.
—Public sales advertised in the
I ndependent are well advertised.
Neat posters printed at reasonable
prices at this office.
—Lancaster has placed liens upon
150 properties for unpaid city tax
of 1900.
—John Gress sold 29 fresh cows
at fair prices at Spang’s hotel,
Trappe, last Friday.
—The Phoenix Military Band will
give a grand fair beginning March
8 and lasting ten days.
■s-The Royal Stove and Foundry
Company, Royersford, with a capi
tal of $25,000 has been incorporated
by the State Department.

Married.

January 14, at the Mayor’s private
office, Philadelphia, by Mayor Ashbridge, Mr. Jacob Rittenhouse,
formerly of Upper Providence, to
Miss Stella Carroll, both of Phila
delphia.
Editor H aldem an’s Condition.

At this writing the condition of
Editor Haldeman, of the Harleysville News, is reported to be unim
proved and he entirely unable to as
sume his duties as a legislator at
Harrisburg.
R e-elected Prison W arden.

At a recent.meeting of the prison
inspectors at Norristown, Thursday
evening, Mr. and Mrs. Abram Got1
wals were re-elected warden and
matron for the ensuing year. Dr.
R. L. Knipe was also retained as
physician.
Three Gallons of W ater Taken Prom
His Abdomen.

Charles Gensler, formerly of Evans
burg, now an inmate of the Mont
gomery Almshouse is suffering from
dropsy, and one day last weekthree
gallons of water were taken from
bis abdomen by the Almshouse physi
cian, Dr. M. Y. Weber.
Agreed Upon a Verdict.

The jury in the case of the Skippack Turnpike Company, after hav
ing heard the argument from Wm.
F. Solly, N. H. Larzelere and John
Faber Miller, agreed upon a verdict
fqr $7500 for the company. »The
amount asked for by the turnpike
company was $20,000.
14 Cows and 4 H orses Burned.

The barn on the farm of John
Berdler, in Hanover township, Le
high county, was destroyed by fire
Monday, and fourteen cows, four
horses and a number of hogs per
ished iu the flames. Other cows
were so severely burned that they
had to be killed. Loss, $4000, in
surance, $2400.
Punctual in A ttendance.

The pupils whose names follow
were both regular and punctual in
attendance at Mennonite school for
the month ending January 8 : John
M. Mack, Wallace L.- Dannehower,
Elmer M. Mack, Oliver K. Grimley,
Andrew M. Mack, Claud A. Crist,
Roy J. Hunsberger, Ernest Zollers,
Francis Dewane, Alvin Funk, An
na K. Grimley, Alice M. Dewane,
Mary L. Dannehower, Sallie K.
Grimley, Stella K. Grimley.
Medical Society Officials.

At the annual meeting Thursday,
of the Montgomery County Medical
Society, the following officers were
elected to serve for the ensuing
y ear: President, Dr. P. H. CorsoD,
of Plymouth Meeting; , vice presi
dents, Dr. George M. Stiles, Conshohocken; Dr. J. N. Hunsberger,
of Skippack; recording secretary,
Dr. H. H. Whitcomb, of Norris
town ; secretary, Dr. J. K. Weaver,
of Norristown.
Boy’s Hand C rushed Under a W agoh
W heel.

Last Thursday Carl, son of Wm.
Sch wager, of Evansburg, made an
attempt to jump on a passing wagon.
In doing so he fell and one of the
wheels passed over his left hand
mutilating it very seriously. The
wagon was a heavy one, but was
empty ; otherwise Carl’s hand would
doubtless have been entirely re
duced to a shapeless mass. Dr. M.
Y. Weber is attending to the boy’s
very sore hand.
.

Mingo Express Horse Company.

At the recent annual meeting of
the Mingo Horse Company at Beck
man’s hotel,. Trappe, the follow
ing officers were chosen for the
present year : President, H. H. Fetterolf; Secretary, John S. Hunsicker ; Assistant Secretary, Chas.
G. Bean ; Treasurer, A. D. Bechtel;
Executive Committee—David Ful
mer, Jonathan Hoyer, Wm. Prizer.
The accounts were audited and the
Treasurer’s statement exhibits a
balance of $812.

,—W. A. Vanderslice, foreman of
the iNDePENDENT office »is on the
sick list and unable to attend to his
duties.
—At a public sale of Ohio cows
held in Pottstown the highest price
paid was $61.75, and the lowest
$54.90
—Charged with a shortage of $208,
Torturers Justly Sentenced.
Tax Collector Marvin Hanna, of
Five men who beat and tortured
Sadsbury township, Chester county, an aged couple in Schylkill county,
has been held for court.
the object being robbery, were be
Judge Shay, of Pottsville, for
—The senior class of the West fore
sentence on Friday. He inflicted
Chester Normal School will visit ten
years’ imprisonment on each, a
Washington in order to see Con penalty
is none too severe,
gress in session the first week in under which
the circumstances. The
February.
crime somewhat resembles the Al—Mrs. Daniel Dougherty, of Five derfer outrage, near this borough,
Points, Schuylkill county, swallow several years ago, except that in
ed a pin, which had fallen into a the more recent case the victims
dish of fried potatoes, and, after were not fatally injured.
suffering greatly, it was removed
from her tnroat by a physician.
Explosion of a W ater Back.
By
the explosion of a water back
—The annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Perkiomen Rail in the range Tuesday morning the
road was held Monday at the Read kitchen and dining room of the
ing Terminal, in Philadelphia, at house of Mrs. Mary Maylor, of
which all the old directors were re Woodlane, Conshohocken was com
pletely demolished. Mrs. Maylor
elected.
was entering the kitchen door with
an ironing board when the explo
“Florida Fast ¡Hail’’ by (he Sea sion occured, and a piece of the
board Air Eine Railway, “ Florl- range struck the board, knocking it
day and West India Short Eine“ from her hand. A pet dog which
to the AVinter Resort« o f the was nesting near the fire was found
South. The Only Eine Operating several yards from the house with
Daily Trains to Florida.
the skin peeled off his back in
The “Florida Fast Mail,” another of several places.
the Seaboard Air Line Railway’s splen
didly equipped trains, leaves New York
daily at 18:10 A. M., 23rd Street Station,
Pennsylvania Railroad, with Pullman
Drawing Room Sleeping Car and Day
Coaches to Raleigh, Southern Pines,
Columbia, Savannah, Jacksonville, where
connections are made for St. Augustine,
Tampa and all Florida points. This train
connects at New York with train leaving
Boston 7.00 P. M. Leaves Philadelphia
:3:50 A. M., Baltimore 6:22 A. M.^ Wash
ington 10:55 A. M., Richmond 2:40 P. M.,
.arriving Southern Pines 9:35 P. M., Co
lumbia 1:45 A. M., Savannah 5:00 A. M.,
Jacksonville 8:10 A. M„ St. Augustine
11:10 A. M., Tampa 5:30 P. M. Through
^Pullman Drawing Room Sleeper New
York to Jacksonville. Through Vestiibuled Passenger Coaches and perfect ser
vice.
F or information call on or write to all
Pennsylvania Railroad offices, or Sea
board Air Line Railway representatives
at 306 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.;
1206 and 371 Broadway, New York; 30
South Third Street, Philadelphia; 207
Bast German Street, Baltimore; 1434
New York Ave., Washington, or to R, E.
L. Bunch, General Passenger Ageut,
Portsmouth, Va.

The Tiny Planet Eros.

Observations and photographs of
Eros planet are now being taken by
astronomers all over the world. If
these observations are successful an
important point will be determined.
Being, successful, it would be pos
sible for astronomers to make maps
of the heavens more nearly correct
in distance and scale than ever be
fore. The planet Eros was discovered
in 1897. It approaches the earth
nearer than any other heavenly body,
the closest point being 13,000,000
which is reached but once in fortyfive years. When the planet was
discovered it had just passed this
point. Now it_is but 26,000,000
miles away. It lies together with
about five hundred other little
planets, between Jupiter and Mars,
is about twenty miles in diameter,
and has a peculiar course through
the heavens.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve

Has world-wide fame for marvellous cures.
It surpasses any other salve, lotion, oiot
ment or balm for Cuts, Corns, Burns, Boils,
Sores, Felons, Ulcers, Tetter, Salt Rheum,
Scrod ulu in the blood shows itself sooner or Fever Sores, Chapped Hands, Skin Erup
later iu swel ings, sores, eruptions. But tions, infallible for Piles. Cure guaranteed.
Only 25c. at Jos. W. Colbert’s drug store,
Hoot}’* Sarsaparilla completely cures it.

The Pig Iron Remedy a S uccess.

Tw entieth Century Tea.

A twentieth century Tea, under
the auspices of the Luther League
of Augustus Lutheran chureh,
Trappe, will be held in Masonic
Hall on Saturday evening, January
26, 1901., Supper from five to ten
o’clock, p.m. Oysters will be served
in twentieth century style, and ice
cream, fancy cakes and home made
A Bit of G lass C au ses Death.
candies will be'on sale. Admission
Mrs. Simon Kochan, aged 29 years, free, and all invited to be present
of Reading, died Friday from the and enjoy a pleasant occasion.
effects of a tiny cut of a piece of
glass. A few days previous she
Having a Fine Time in Florida.
was washing dishes, when she cut
Misses
Allebacb and Weik,el of
her finger with broken glassware.
Blood poisoning caused her death. this borough, whose departure was
noted last week, are having a splen
did time in Florida. In a letter to
Philadelphia M arkets.
G. W. Zimmerman they give an
Wheat bran $17 and $17.75; tim account of a picnic they attended
othy hay, $17.50; mixed hay, $15.50; last Friday, in which fifty persons
wheat, 76c.; corn, 45; oats, 32}; participated, including Hon. W. D.
beef cattle, 4| to 5|c.; sheep and Heebner and family of Lansdale.
theremometer
registered
lambs, 2} to 6}c.; hogs, 7 to 7fc.; fat The
cows, 2f and 3}c.; veal calves, 5 to eighty degrees. The young ladies
8c.; dressed steers, 8}@9c.; dressed anticipated a pleasant trip, Mon
day, from Orange City to Palm
cows, 6@7fc.
Beach to see pineapples and cocoanuts growing. Being so delighted
Big Pumps.
with their visit South they may de
The P. & R. Company intend to sire to remain there until the rob
put two pumps into operation at ins nest again.
Aramingo that will pump 30,000
gallons of water per hour, into the
Bank Directors Chosen.
recently constructed réservoir, after
National
Bank Royersford—Henry
which the passenger engines will A. Cole, Jared
Evans, Augustus
take water there instead of Phoenix- Kehl, Henry F.W.
Bean, H. R. Thomas,
ville.
S. B. Latshaw, Philip Willard,
Allen T. Keeley, Andrew F. Tyson,
M usical and Literary Entertainm ent. W. P. Fenton. A semi-annual divi
An exeellant musical and literary dend of 2 per cent., payable on or
entertainment will be held in the after January 15, was declared. A
Evansburg M. E. church under the reserve fund of $1,000 was placed to,
auspices and for the benefit of the its credit, making a total of $22 ,000.
Home Bank Royersford—J.. A.
board of Trustees, on Saturday,
January 26, 1901 at 8 p. m. All Buckwalter, I. M. Scheilinger, J. S.
Philadelphia talent has been en Morey, Jr., Royersford; Reuben
gaged and an elaborate program Heistand, Vincent; George Macwill be presented. Admission, Kissie, Creamery; G. E. Brownback,
Linfield. A semi-annual dividend
25 and 15 cents.
of 2 per cent was declared, payable
on or after January 15. $500 was
Suffering From Grippe.
added to the reserve fund, making
We learn through our exchanges the total amount $8500, undivided
that many persons in different locali profits $2,064.20.
ties are suffering from grippe, a
disease that afflicted thousand s every
Sword Presented to General
winter for some years past. Only a
Brooke.
few mild cases are reported in this
At
Pottstown,
Monday evening,
section, and it is said that the dis
ease is more moderate in its attacks in the presence of scores of citizens
than during former winters. For who had known him when as a boy
the sake of those who are or to be he worked on his father’s farm on
the Schuylkill, two miles below that
gripped, we hope this is true.
place, Maj. General John R. Brooke,
of the United States army, was pre
From Country Boy to City M erchant. sented with a magnificent sword
Saturday’s issue of the Chester bearing the following inscription;
Times contains lengthy reference “Presented to Major General John
to the successful business career of R. Brooke by the citizens and by
Daniel H. Hendricks, now one of M. E. Richards Post, No. 595, G.
the leading merchants of that city. A. R., of Pottstown, Pa., January
Mr. Hendricks was born near Fair- 14, 1901.” The presentation took
view Village, this county, and went place in the rooms of the post, of
to Chester, as a stranger, in 1867. which he is a member, and an over
He first served as clerk in a general flow assemblage of old soldiers and
store, and in 1880 opened a carpet’and representative citizens with their
furniture store, which was a success wives were present. A public in
from the start, and now occupies stallation of officers preceded the
three floors and basement of a large presentaiion, the latter duty being
building. Mr. Hendricks is also in performed by Adjutant General
terested in various other enterprises Thomas J. Stewart, who eulogized
the distinguished services given by
in the city of Chester.
General Brooke to his country as a
soldier.
. During the past week not a single
tramp has applied at the Norristown
police station for lodging. Chief
Rodenbaugh said that before the
tramps were compelled to carry the
iron as many as fifty-seven applied
for lodging in one night.

Faculty Reception.

The faculty of Ursinus College
gave a reception in Olevian Hall
last Thursday evening to the stu
dents and friends of the College.
Dr. and Mrs. Spangler were assisted
in receiving by Dr. and Mrs P. C.
Mensch, who recently returned
from an extended European tour.
Miss Edith Overholt McCain ren
dered two violin solos, and Misses
Julia Theresa Wilson and Sophie
Casselberry gave a piano duet.
These musical numbers were heart
ily received and added much to the
pleasure pf the occasion. Refresh
ments were served.
Death of Mary Fry.

Mary Fry, aged 72 years, died
early Tuesday morning at her home
in the borough of Trappe. For
several days previous to her death
Miss'Fry was in ill health, though
her condition was not considered
serious. Soon after retiring, Sun
day evening, she fell into a deep
slumber and slept until the end
came. The deceased lived for many
years in Trappe and enjoyed the
high esteem of all her neighbors and
friends. The funeral will be held
on Saturday next at 10 a. m. Brief
services at the house and full ser
vice at St Luke’s Reformed church.
Undertaker John S. Kepler will
have charge of the remains. We
have been requested to state that‘an
invitation to attend the funeral is
extended to relatives and friends.
Trolley C onductors and Motormen
Happy.

The fifty or more employes of the
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company
are happy, and they have ample
reason to be so, since they were in
formed of an incrensein their wages
from 12 to 16} cents per hour, which
means several dollars per week ad
vance for every conductor and motorman. The employes of the va
rious lines are faithful in the dis
charge of their duties and the com
pany is receiving credit all around
from the public for the advance in
wages determined upon. The trol
ley employes of the Schuylkill Val
ley Company will now receive the
same amount as those on the Chest
nut Hill line, making the wages uni
form on the different trolley lines
controlled by the United Power aud
Transportation Company
' Will Ask for an Appropriation.

Senator Wentz and Assemblmen
MeGlathery, Barker and DeHaven,
who visited the Hospital for the
Insane on Thursday, decided to
present to the Legislature, at their
session next Tuesday, a recommen
dation for an appropriation of $150000 for improvements to the hos
pital, to relieve the overcrowded
condition of that institution. This
amount will be used, if secured^ in
the erection of several new build
ings and improvements to old ones,
The improvements intended consist
of two nursery buildings, a cold
storage and ice manufacturing plant,
a separate cottage for consumptive
patients, a new building for the
pathologist, and an addition to the
laundry.
$100 REWARD. $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there Is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constitu
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system1
thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution aud assisting
patnre In doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that It falls to cure. ■ Send for lict
of testimonials. Address F. J. CHENEY
& CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the beat

Death of C hester F. Relchelderfer.

Chester F. Reiehelderfer died
Friday morning at his residence,
No. 384 New St. Pottstown, of heart
trouble and other ailments. His
age was 45 years 8 mo. and 8 days.
He leaves a wife, Emma, and seven
children: Geo. W., Chester F.,
Oliver J.,, Howard W., Charles H.,
Lila L., and Mary R. Reiehelderfer
all at home. There is one brother,
Charles, of Coopersburg, Lehigh
Co, and three sisters, Elizabeth,
wife of Wm. K. Hartenstine, of
Pottstown; Mary, wife of Chas.
Essig, Collegeville, and Rosa, wife
of Isaac Hunsicker, of Schwenksville. He was a member of the
Baptist Church, and also of. the
Sons of America, No 92. He was
employed in i the Stove works of
March-Brownback & Co. as a pat
tern maker, having moved to Potts
town from Collegeville ten years
ago. Funeral on Wednesday, Jan.
16, at 1.30 o’clock. Interment at
Pottstown Cemetery.
U RSIN U S COLLEGE NOTES.

A pupils’ musical recital will be
held in Bomberger Memorial hall
this (Thursday) evening by the
musical department of Ursinus
under the direction of Misses Wil
son and McCain. An interesting
program will be rendered. The
public is cordially invited to par
ticipate in the event. Admission
free.
Professor Dechant, dean of Ur
sinus’ Academy has just recovered
from a severe attack of the grip.
Professor Gummere is at present
confined at his home with the same
disease.
The Schaff Literary Society will
hold a mock court trial in their
room on Friday evening in place of
the usual program. On this occa
sion Mr. Hobson will be tried on
the charge of assault and battery
with intent to kill, by Mr. Ohl, who,
it will be alleged, suffered a terrible
onslaught at the hands of the afore
said Mr. Hobson on January 7.
Testimony will be produced by
both plaintiff and defendant, and it
is more than probable that the trial
will be of great interest.

Fairview Village and
Vicinity.
Geo. Bean Jr. will shortly move
to the Zimmerman property pre
viously occupied by Philip Williams.
Mr. Williams will move to Fairview
‘Village and work for Harry Wonsetler.
Charles Bossard of Worcester
will move into John Hartman’s
property in Fairview Village.
Miss Flora Morgan of Philadelphia
spent several days at home here,
sick last week.
W, L, Keel of Providence Square
is recovering from a slight attack of
pneumonia.
Rev. C. R. Broadhead and Rev,
W. B. Lower of Bridgeport will ex
change pulpits on Sunday next,
January 20,
Miss Annie E, Knabb of Bridge
port spent Saturday and Sunday
with Mr. A. J. Trucksess and
family.
Mrs. David Custer is spending
the week in Norristown.
Old People Made Young.
J. C. Sherman, the veteran editor of the
Vermootville (Mich.) Echo, has discovered
the remarkable secret of keeping old people
young. For years he has avoided nervous
ness, sleeplessness, indigestion,heart trouble,
constipation and rheumatism by using Elec
tric Bitters, und he writes: 1 It can’t be
praised too highly. It gently stimulates the
kidneys, tones the stomach, aids digestion,
and gives a splendid appetite. It has work
ed wouders for my wife and me. It s a
marvellous remedy fo • old peo. le’s com
plaints.” Only 50c at Joseph W. Culbert’s
d' ug store, Colleg ville.

LOCAL POLITICS.

Shot by a Policeman.

Local politicians and officeholders
are active and the usual prelimin
ary manipulations are beingengaged
in by those who are ready to serve
the public. February 1, will be the
last day for filing certificates of
nominations for township and bor
ough offices.
The Republicans of the borough
will hold their nomination meeting
in Firemen’s hall next Saturday
evening January 19, from 6.30 to 8
o’clock.
The Republicans of the ' three
election districts of Upper Provi
dence will hold their nomination
meeting at Black Rock, on Thurs
day evening, January 24.
A meeting of the citizens of the
borough of Trappe will be held at
Beckman’s hotel on Monday even
ing, January 21, 40 nominate a citi
zens’ ticket.

While trying to escape arrest,
'William, alias “ Slick” Mack, was
shot and seriously if noi fatally
wounded by Special Officer Henry
Haggerty, of' the Pennsylvania
Schuylkill Valley Railroad Company
at Norristown Monday. Mack is in
Charity Hospital with a bullet in his
neck below the right ear. He has
been under police surveilance for
some time. Shortly after noon Hag
gerty saw Mack carrying a basket,
with apparently heavy contents.
He called upon Mack and examined
the basket, which was filled with
lead pipe. Officer Haggerty then
placed Mack under arrest. While
the handdcuffs were being placed on
him Mack darted off. Failing to
obey the threat to ,“ stop or I ’ll
shoot,” Haggerty discharged two
volleys at the fugitive. As the sec
ond shot was discharged, Mack
tripped over the edge of the plat
form of the DeKalb Street Station
and in falling received the bullet in
thé neck. Haggerty immediately
turned his prisoner over to one of
the local officers, while he surrend
ered himself and was held in $1000
bail to answer the result of Mack’s
injuries. Mack will be sent to jail
as soon as his condition warrants
his removal from the hospital.

Frightful Runaway Accident.

Sunday afternoon a frightful run
away Occident occured on Main
street, this borough. George'Ortlip and three ladies from Phoenixville were coming down the street
in a double-seated phaeton behind a
pair of horses. About opposite
Trinity church one of the horses
frightened at a trolley car and in
plunging about one of the traces
became detached, next the yoke was
torn from the carriage pole, the end
of which was snapped off in striking
the ground. The horses became en
tirely unmanageable and ran down
street, the carriage swaying from
one side to the other. A lamp post
near the Church was broken off,
and at Bouvett’s hotel another post
was intercepted and the occupants
of the vehicle were with much force
thrown out. The horses tore from
their fastenings and were subse
quently captured in Dr. Krusen’s
side yard. The ladies were all
more or less injured, one of them
had a shoulder dislocated, the other
was injured about the knee and had
a scalp wound, and the third was
also painfully injured. Mr. Ortlip
was injured about the head. Theywere all temporarily cared for at
Bouvett’s hotel, Dr. Krusen having
been called in to dress their wounds.
The owner of the team, a livery
man of Phcenixville, came and took
charge of the horses. It was a
frightful runaway accident, and,,
taking all in all, it was a narrow
escape from death for the persons
involved in it.

FROM OAKS.
Were you not thankful for the
copious rain, the gentle showers?
Surely, you, who were forced to
carry water or go thirsty,are grate
ful, for it would be base ingratitude
if you were not. The rainfall, by
David Harvey’s measurement, was
2.04 inches, and the water in the
Schuylkill marked four feet, seven
inches. The ice on the river was
completely dissolved by the warmth
and rain and disappeared as if by
magic.
There are still eases of mumps,
measles; and la grippe here and in
the community.
Three of Harry Ellis’ boys have
the measles and one of them was
quite sick.
We have discontinued our cake
walking to the station at Perkiomen with two buckets of water.
Have water iu our well at the pres
ent time.
George Pollock died several years
ago and was buried in Montgomery
cemetery. His body has been ex
humed and reinterred in the ceme
tery adjoining St. Paul’s Memorial
church, Oaks.
The protracted meetings at Green
Tree closed Sunday evening, and
much good attended them Sev
eral persons came forward for pray
ers and seven were baptized in the
baptistry, Thursday evening. A
general good feeling pertains in
this community and at these meet
ings. After all the true measure of
life-is the cross, and this feeling,
I believe, is gaining ground stead
ily day by day. The true measure
of manhood is the earnestness and
the perfect willingness to do good
ahd in every way. God-fearing,
God-honoring men are needed to re
form and reform will come only in
that way. The way of the trans
gressor is hard indeed, but the
coming generation will see to it, if
they are first seen to, that right
shall prevail.
The rainstorm was quite a disap
pointment to the ice men, and the
ice harvest was cut short by the
January thaw. So it is, if one man
is benefited by the rain, another
loses. But “all’s well that ends
well,” and I hope the water will
never become exhausted in any
one’s well.
Rev. Frank F. Holsopple delivereren a lecture to the Y. M. C. A.,
Phcenixville, Sunday afternoon last.
George Scott, at one time a resi
dent of Perkiomen, now of Odebon, has a new son in his family.
He’s beginning farming with pret
ty fair prospects.
The Republicans of Upper Provi
dence township will hold their pri
mary meeting at Black Rock, on
Thursday evening, January 24.
Everybody seems to keep their
mouths shut and are not at all ready
to express their preference for can
didates for the different offices of
the township. For myself, we are
for Hallman, first, last and all the
time, not that we think there are no
others, but because he has served
the township faithfully, has given
us as good roads as we could expect,
has the experience, which must be
taken into consideration. He is not
perfect. No man is or he wouldn’t
be here ; no doubt but that he has
done his duty, and what more can
be required of a man.
Rev. Mr. France preached at
Green Tree on Sunday morning.
Sunday evening was his last night
with us here, as the meetings end
ed at that time. Delightful weather
prevailed throughout the meetings
and the roads were in a splendid
condition and the meetings were
well attended,
The days are getting longer, but
the sun is slow about getting up
these mornings.
A. R. Sloan, who injured his hand
with an oyster knife is back to his
place of business again.
John Francis Jr., our enterpris
ing storekeeper here at Oaks has
an attack of la grippe, and it was
reported bis clerk Warren Schlotterer was complaining of the same
malady.
Miss Hall, one of the teachers of
St. Paul’s Memorial Sunday School,
has been indisposed for some time.
Frank Cresson taught her class
Sunday one week ago, and Caleb
Cresson Jr. taught her class this
last Sunday.

W oman Suffrage.

A regular meeting of the Montg
omery County Woman Suffrage
Association was held on Saturday
afternoon, in the parlor of the Y. M.
C. A. Norristown. The Treasurer
reported the State dues had been
sent and a balance of $8.47.remained'
in the treasury. Communications
were read from two absent members,
also some letters from the Corres
ponding Secretary of State Feder
ation of Pennsylvania Women, ask
ing for the appointment of ener
getic women on civic committees.
Mrs. Ellen C. Jones was appointed
chairman of Municipal Improvement
Committee; Mrs. Emma B. Conrow
of Forestry, Mrs. Elizabeth D. Cor
son of Education, and Mrs. Mar
garet Moser of Libraries. A committe consisting ofMrs. E. C. Jones;
Mrs. E. B. Conrow and Mrs. A. B.
Thomas was appointed to nominate
officers to serve for the ensuing
year. The president announced
that forty articles and $6 in money
had been contributed by members
of this association to the National
Suffrage Bazaar which was held in
N. Y. Mrs. Pugh read a very in
teresting account of the Bazaar
written by Alice Stone Blackwell.
Over $7000 was cleared, but this
•financial^ profit, had been only a
small part of its results. . Mrs.
Conrow made a few remarks upon
the condition of working girls—
spoke of the improvement in the
treatment of them generally by
their employers. .An article upon
Miss Mary Anthony’s refusal to pay
taxes was read by Miss Titlow.

HOW AN ISLAND FORMS.
AN INTERESTING DESCRIPTION OF ITS
ORIGIN AND GROWTH.

Dr. Charles C. Abbott, who al
ways writes so pleasantly ahout Na
ture aud her works, tells the readers
of January St. Nicholas how an
island forms. He says, among other
things ;
Islands are formed in several
ways, and if large are generally
looked upon as fairly permanent
features of the earth’s surface; but
occasionally they disappear, and we
are surprised at the history their
destruction reveals.
One such island, on which I played
when a boy, had no appearance of
being otherwise than a part of the
mainland around which the water
had worked its way; but the truth
was revealed when the soil was re
moved and the core of the island
proved to be a stranded tree. It
was clear that a very long time ago
some, great freshet had uprooted
and carried down stream a large
tree and that it had lodged at some
shallow spot. No sooner was it an
obstruction to tbe free flowing of
the water, than it began catching
drifting material, and this, securely
lodged, was an additional check to
the progress of anything.
Such a barrier soon begins to col
lect sand about it, and the growth
of an island is then begun. In the
sand lodge seeds of water-plants,
and these rank growths, if sub
merged species, check the current
and cause the floating particles to
sink; and later, taller plants, like
wild rice, splatter-dock, and arrow
head, take root and flourish. Thus,
by various modes, the soil is accu
mulated, or, as I said, the island
grows. Then the seed of some tree
lodges, and a maple, a willow, or a
water-birch takes root. Dry land is
made at last; grass starts, and the
birds frequent the spot.
It may be tbe work of a few years
or many, or of centuries, but this is
the history of some of the islands in
our rivers and creeks. Perhaps we
never think of this when walking
about, and that is where we make a
grave mistake. No matter what the
character of the locality, it is always
well to look up its geological history,
that we can better understand its
present condition. The island of
which I have told gave no clue as
to'why it was an island and not a
bit of the surroundingmeadow ; but
this is no reason for wondering why
it was here.

Shipbuilding S tatistics.

Statistics of shipbuilding through
out the United States during 1900,
which have been compiled by the
Bureau of Navigation, ' show that
1,102 sail and steam vessel, having
a gross tonnage of 365,791 tons,
were constructed. In 1899, 954
sail and steam vessels of 267,642
gross tons were built and officially
numbered. The detailed figures
furnished by the bureau show that
51 steel steam vessels of 78,982 gross
tons were built during 1900 on the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Of this
number not less than 27, of 55,527
tons, were bonstructed on the Dela
ware river. Interesting statistics
of shipbuilding for the past and
current year have also been pre
pared by the Maritime Journal of
Philadelphia. From these it appears
that 77 vessels, valued at fifteen
millions of dollars, were finished in
Delaware river ship yard during
the past year. Over and above
-those vessels 55 others, valued at
$35,000, are under construction or
contracted for. These figures make
1900 tlie greatest year of the nine
teenth century for ship building,
but the Journal predicts that 1901
will eclipse the previous record.

Lebanon

FRESH COWS !
AND CAR LUMBER.

Will he sold at public sale on MONDAY
JANUARY 21, 1901, a t Bean’s Hotel,
Schwenksville, Pa., 25 extra nice Lebanon
county fresh cows and springers. This.is
an excellent lot of baggers and milkers
and worthy the attention of farmers and
dairymen. Also a big lot of good car
lumber. Sale at 1 o’clock, p. m. Condi
tions by
FRANK SCHWENK
SALE OF E X T R A
P UBLIC
HEAVY LEBANON COUNTY

FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on MON
DAY, JANUARY 21, 1901, at Spang’s
Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 25 fresh cows and
close springers from Lebanon county,
consisting of excellent stock, carefully se»
lected; if anything better than the last
lot. Every cow will he guaranteed to be
straight and an extra good milker, and
be sold for the high dollar. Remember, I
advertise cows to sell them. Salé at 1
o’clock. Conditions by
JOHN GRESS, Agt.
Wayne Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
jpUBLIC SALE OF

50 Fresh and Fat Cows,
AND SPRINGERS. STOCK BULLS.
200 SHOATS.

&

Will be sold at public sale on THU RSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1901, at Spang’s
Lamb Hotel, Trappe, 50 fresh and fat cow«
and springers; several stock bulls. Also
200 shoats, weighing from 40 to 125 lbs.,
in healthy condition. Extra mention is
made of 4 extra fine, large Holsteins, and
several choice Jersey cows. The whole
lot is made up of good sizes, extra bag
gers and big milkers. All stock to be sold
rain or shine, by the undersigned, on com
mission. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
Wayne Pierson, auct.
A. P. FRITZ.

P UBLIC SALE OF

IOWA HORSES !

Will he sold at public sale on MONDAY
JANUARY 28, 1901, at the Valley House,
Skippack, by order of H. E. McCollum,
20 Horses direct from Iowa. The lot is
made up of young horses suitable for
farm, draught, and général purposes. Sev
eral of them have excellent action and can
go a rapid gait. Here is an excellent op
portunity for those in need of horses.
Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
W. C. ROSENBERY.
pUBLIC SALE OF

His Wife Saved Him.

My wife’s Rood advice saved ray life,
writes F. M. Ross of Winfield, Tenn., for I
had such a bad cough I coaid hardly
breathe. I steadily grew worse under doc
tor’s treatment, but my wife urged me to
use Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump
tion, which completely cured me.” Coughs,
Colds, Bronchitis, La Grippe, Pneumonia,
Asthma, Hay Fever, and all maladies of
Chest, Throat and Lungs are positively
A M atrimonial Mix-Up.
cured by this marvellous medicine. 50c.
$1.00. Every bottle guaranteed. Trial
N ew B runsw ick , January 11.— aud
bottles free at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug
John Voorhees, Sr., was married store, Collegeville, Pa.

yesterday to Mi&s Anna Bird and at
the same time his son, John Vorhees, Jr., married Miss E. Bird.
The brides are sisters, daughters of
John Bird, of Monmouth Junction,
a well-to-do farmer. The neighbors
are putting in their spare time
figuring out the complications of re
lationships resultant. Mrs. Voor
hees, Sr.; is the mother-in-law of
her sister. She is also step-mother
of her sister’s husband. Mrs. Voor
hees, Jr., being the sister of her
husband’s mother is therefore his
aunt. Her husband, naturally, is
his own uncle as well his own nep
hew, being the husband of his aunt.
The people.of Kingston, where the
Voorhees family live, called for an
expert genealogist to solve the
tangle.

SALE OF 25
County
P UBLIC

XjlOR SALE.
Twenty-five tons of good rye straw at
private sale. Apply to
D. H. BEAN,
Schwenksville, Pa.
JpOR RENT.
House, garden, and stable, on 5th Ave
nue, Collegeville. Possession, April 1,
1901. Apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF,
Collegeville, Pa.
ROPOSALS.
P
Sealed proposals for the grading and
macadamizing of Main Street in the Bor

Personal Property!
Will be sold a t public sale a t the resi
dence of the subscriber in Worcester town
ship, Montg. county, on the Zimmerman
farm one mile east of Providence Square,
on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1901,
the following personal property: Three
Horses. No. 1, a bay horse 7 yrs.
old, sound and gentle, will work
anywhere. No. 2, a black mare 10
years old, good worker and dri
ver. No. 3, a fine black colt coming 3 yrs.
old. 17 Cows, some with calves by their
side; 2 stock- bulls, 2 heifers, 25«
shoats and pigs, chickens by the lb. j_
Thirteen 20, 30, and 40-q t. milk cans, but
ter tub, 10 bushels (Maine) potatoes, farm
hell, farm wagon, 2-in. tread, with hay
bed; 21} in. tread farm wagon with bed
and ladders as good as new; market wag
on, express wagon, falling top buggy, bob
sled, sleigh, horse power, thresher and
cleaner, thresher and shaker, Union fodder
cutter, Dick’s hand cutter, corn grinder,
grain fan, hay hook, rope and pulleys,
17X acres of grain in the ground, 300
bushels of corn on cob, 100 bushels of oats,
1 Wiard, 1 Syracuse, 1 side-hill plow, one
and two horse cultivators, hay tedder,
Osborne mower, reaper and hinder, good
as new; grain drill, wheelbarrow seed
sower, three scalding tubs, horse rake,
double and single trees, forks, rakes,
chains of various kinds, feed troughs,
double and single harness, collars, blind
halters, and other articles not enumera
ted. Sale to commence at 1 o’clock p. m.,
when conditions will he made known by
W. W. ROGERS.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
J. S. Smith, clerk.

ough of Trappe will he received until
January 19, 1901, 12 o’clock, M. Plans
and specifications can be seen at the office
of D. M. Fulmer, Trappe, Pa. The Com
mittee reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
D. M. FULMER,
J. W. WISLER,
C. H. TYSON,
13dec.
Street Committee. pU BLIC SALE OF

.
Estate of John Z. Kulp, late of Lim
E
erick township, Montgomery county, de
s t a t e n o t ic e

ceased.' Letters of administration on the
above estate having been granted the Un
dersigned, all persons indebted to said
estate are requested to make immediate
payment, and those having legal claims,
to present the same without delay to
LOUISA KULP, Administratrix,
Limerick Square, Pa.
Or her attorney, Harvey L. Shomo, Nor
ristown, Pa.
1-10
.
Estate of Mary B. Schrack, late of
E
Upper Providence township, Montgomery
s t a t e n o t ic e

county, deceased. Letters of administra
tion on the above estate having been
granted the undersigned, all persons in
debted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those hav
ing legal claims, to present the same with
out delay to
MILTON B. SCHRACK, Trappe, Pa.
DANIEL W. SCHRACK, Limerick, Pa.
Administrators.
Or their attorney, Geo. W. Zimmerman,
Norristown, Pa.
1-3
.
Estate of Catharine Ann PennyE
packer, late of the borough of Colleges t a t e n o t ic e

ville, Pa., deceased. Letters of adminis
tration upon the above estate having been
granted to the undersigned, all persons
indebted to the same are hereby notified
to make prompt settlement, And those
having claims against said estate to pre
sent them without delay to
GEO. W. PENNYPACKER,
OLIVER S. PENNYPACKER,
HOWARD S. PENNYPACKER,
Trappe, Pa.
A. H. TYSON, Collegeville, Pa.,
Administrators.
Or their attorney, Geo. W. Zimmerman,
Norristown, Pa.
27dec.
‘‘Florida and Metropolitan Lim
ited” by tbe fteaboard Air Line
Railway, “Florida and West In
SSIGNEE’S NOTICE.
The undersigned hereby gives notice
dia Short Line” to the Winter
that
Geo. W. Yost and wife of the bor
Resorts o f the South. The Only
ough of Collegeville, Montgomery county,
Line Operating Daily Trains to Pa., have made a general assignment to
Florida.
him for the benefit of creditors. All per
indebted to said estate are requested
Effective January 14th, the Seaboard sons
to make immediate payment, and those
Air Line Railway, the only line operating having claims to present the same with
daily limited trains to Florida, will put out delay to
S. B. HORNING, Assignee,
on its magnificent new train, “Florida
Lower Providence, Pa.
and Metropolitan Limited,” solid from
Or to his attorney, G. W. Zimmerman,
6dec.
New York via Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norristown, Pa.
Washington to Richmond, Raleigh, Co
lumbia, Savannah, Jacksonville and St.
SSIGNEE’S NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that H. U..
Augustine. Connections at Jacksonville
for Tampa and all Florida points, and at Umstad, M. D., of the Borough of Phoe-’
nixville, county of Chester and State of
St. Augustine for the East Coast. This Pennsylvania,
'by deed of voluntary as
train also carries Drawing Room Sleeping signment, has assigned all the estate real
car New York to Atlanta. Leaves Boston and personal of the said H. U. Umstad,
M. D., to I. E. Miller, of the Borough of
12:03 A. M., New York 12:55 P. M., (from Phcenixville,
aforesaid, in trust for the
23rd Street Station Pennsylvania Rail benefit of the creditors of the said H. U.
road) Philadelphia 3:29 P. M., Baltimore Umstad, M. D. All persons, therefore, in
5:45 P. M., Washington 6:55 P. M., arri debted to the said H. U. Umstad, M. D.,
make payment to the said assignee,
ving at Southern Pines, N. C. 5:56 A. M., will
and those having claims or demands will
Columbia, S. C. 10:00 A. M., Savannah, make known the same without delay to
I. E. MILLER, Assignee,
Ga. 12:25 P. M., Jacksonville 3:60 P. M.,
Pa.
St. Augustine 5:00 P. M., Tampa 6:30 A. H. H. Gilkyspn, Attorney.Phoenixville,
20dec.
M., Charlotte 9:51 A. M., A tlanta 4:35 P..
M. Connections are made both at Miami
i r e t a x n o t ic e .
on the East Coast and Port Tampa on
The members of the Perkiomen Val
the West Coast for Key West and Ha iev Mutual
Fire Insurance Company of
vana. The “Florida and Metropolitan Montgomery County are hereby notified
that
a
tax
was
levied on November 16,
Limited” is luxuriously equipped in every
1900, of $1.50 on each one thousand dollars
respect, with Pullman Drawing Room for
which they are insured, to pay losses
Car, Compartment Car with Drawing sustained. Payments will be made to the
Rooms and State Rooms, Observation collectors or to the Secretary at his office
Car, through Day Coaches and unexcelled in Collegeville.
Extract from. Charter: “And if any mem
Pullman Dining Car service.
ber of the Company shall refuse or neglect
For futher information, call on or write to pay his or her assessment within 40days
to all Pennsylvania Railroad offices, or after the publication of the same, 20 per
representatives of the Seaboard Air Line cent, of the assessment will be added
Railway at 306 Washington Street, Bos thereto, and if payment he delayed for 50
ton, Mass.; 1206 and 371 Broadway, New days longer, then his, her, or their policy
York; 30 South Third Street, Philadel shall have become suspended until pay
phia, 207 East German Street, Baltimore; ment shall have been made.”
The 40 days’ time for payment of said
1434 New York Ave., Washington, or to
R. E. L. Bunch, General Passenger Agent, tax will date from December. 3, 1900.
I
S9no.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
Portsmouth, Ya.

A

A

F

Personal Property !
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS
DAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1901, on the prem
ises of the late Isaac C. Kratz, deceased,
in Upper Providence township, Montgom
ery county, on State road leading from
Trappe to Phoenixville, one mile from the
former place, the following personal prop
erty, to wit; 4 horses, 6 cows, 1 heifer, 75
pair of chickens, 3 turkeys, .
6 tame rabbits. Two farm!
wagons, one 3-inch treacl with
patent spindle; cart, 3-inch tread;
market wagon, express wagon, skeleton,
wagon, carriage, express sleigh, hay lad
ders, hay pole, hay rope, stone bed, Cham
pion reaper and binder; Champion mower,
mower and reaper, hay rake, hay tedder,
log roller, Champion horsepower, thresher
and cleaner, thresher and shaker, fodder
cutter, small feed cutter, winnowing mill,
cornsheller, 2 Syracuse plows, springtooth
harrow, spike harrow, 3 hoe harrows,
carriage pole, single, double and triple
trees, 1 or 2-horse spreader, breast, tim
ber, cow and other chains, clevis, single
harpoon hay hook, rope pulleys, rope
aud tackles, manure hooks, forks, rakes,
scoop and other shovels, hoes, maul and
wedges, broad, post and other axes, stone
bar, post spade, grindstone, wheelbarrow,
grain cradle, scythe and sneath, 2 iron
hog troughs, iron water trough, scalding
tub, 300 lbs. team, 2 crosscut saws, iron
dog, ladder, half-bushel measures, 4 sets
heavy harness, blind and head halters,
collars, set carriage harness, set express
harness, grain and bran bags, 12 tons
timothy hay, 6 tons mixed hay, 1500 bun
dles cornfodder, 50 bushels of rye, 300
bushels of corn, 55 chestnut rails, 7 acres
of grain in the ground. One shed at Mennonite meetinghouse, Yerkes.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND DAIRY
FIXTURES.
Bedsteads and tedding, bureau, desk, case
of drawers, washstanas, Household sew
ing machine, chairs, rocking chairs,
lounge, settee, cupboards, sink, chest,
wood chest, dougbtray, range stove small
stove, farmers’ boiler, rag carpet, look
ing glasses, clocks, dishes, knives and
forks, home-made towels, tables, tench,
chum, butter hamper, butter and other
tubs, buckets, pans, sausage cutter, sau
sage stuffer and lard press, apple parer,
cherry seeder, copper kettle, vinegar by
the barrel, and many other articles not
mentioned. Sale at 12 o’clock M. Con
ditions : A credit of six months will be
given on all sums of $15 aud over.
WILLIAM H. KRATZ,
OLIVER F. GRIMLEY,
Administrators.
W. M. Pierson, auct.
J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
.
Two thoroughbred Improved AmeriF
ban Yorkshire seed pigs, registered, four
or sa le

months old. Call at or address
LITTLE MEADOWS FARMS,
Collegeville, Pa.
1-3.

OLLEGEVILLE LIVERY.
Teams to hire at all hours at reason able
C
rates. Orders received by ’phone or tele
graph promptly attended to.
HENRY YOST, SR.,
13.
At Collegeville Station, Perk. R. R.

Chas. L. Pettis & Co.,

Cast Buyers of all Kinds Country Produce
DRESSED POULTRY, GAME, FURS,
EGGS AND BUTTER.

2 0 4 Duane S t., New York.
Write for our present paying prices.
BEFEBENCES:

DANIELS & CO., Bankers, 6 Wall St., N. Y.
All Commercial Agencies, Express Co.’s,
Dealers in Produce in U. 8 and Canada,
Established Trade of over 20 years.

IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED

T h e r e W a s a. M istake*

“I think,” he began as he halted a
pedestrian, “I think I made a mistake
with the cabman who drove me to the
hTolls the story. When your head ’
OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS, USE
Corcoran Art gallery. I am quite sure
: aches, and you feel bilious, consti- ’
*pated, and out of tune, with your <
I gave him a $10 bill, but he must have
) stomach sour and no appetite, just (
mistaken it for a $2 bill.”
) buy a package of
“And you hope to find him again?”
asked the man of the stranger to the
city.
I And take a dose, from 1 to 4 pills. j
“Why, yes, I have hopes.”
j You will be surprised at how easily'
“Well, you are about as green as they
S O L ID A .T
1they will do their work, cure your {
make ’em. That cabman deliberately
I headache and biliousness, rouse the (
I livei and make you feel happy again.,
swindled you out of many dollars.”
dealers, ¡à
125 cents. Sold by all medicine dealers..
“I can hardly believe It. He looked
so honest and truthful that I—I”—
“That you ought to have asked him
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
to hold your watch and the rest of your
RAILROADS.
moneyl My dear old Josh from the
cornfields, let me Say”—
At th at minute a cab rattled up, and
the driver dismounted and said:
“See here, old man, there Is a mis
CONTRACTOR FOR
take. You probably meant to give me
a $2 bill, and I thought it was one when
Engines Burn Hard Coal—No Smoke I gave you $1 In change.”
“But I think It was a ten, my friend.”
“No; it was a twenty, and I have
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 25, 1900
been driving about for half an hour to
Trains Leave Collegeville.
find you and restore the money. Here
F oe P erk io m en J u nction , B rid gepo rt It is.”
“And what was It you were going to
in d P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.26, 8.12
In Steam, Hot i
11.30 a. m ; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39 say to your dear old Josh from the
Water, and
a. m.; 6.13 p m.
cornfields?”
asked
the
old
man
as
he
F o e A llentow n — Week days—7.14, 10.08
Hot Air.
a. m.; 3.17, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a. turned to the wise person.
But the wise person was there no
m.; 7.39 p. m.
Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
longer. He was flying for a car as if
Trains For Collegeville.
running for his life.—Washington Post. Branches.
L eave P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.06,
Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune Ranges, Cot8.58 a. m.; 1.36, 5 21, p. m. Sundays—7.06
G r e e n Not R e s tfu l t o t lie R yes*
tage Boilers.
a. m.; 8.21 p. ra.
L eave Bb id o e po bt —Week days —6.43,
I t seems as though cherished notions
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45 were no sooner on an apparently firm
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
foundation
than
some
inconsiderate
L eave P ekkiomen J u nction —Week days
-»-7 00, 9.51 a. m.: 2.55, 6 20, p m. Sun iconoclast comes along and throws
days—8.13 *. in ; 7 22 p m.
them down. People have for many
L eave A llen to w n — Week days—4.25, years supposed that the color green
б.55,9.45 a. m ; 4.35 p. ra. Sunday-4.35 was restful to human eyes and have
a. ra.; 4.35 p, m.
been referred to the green grass and
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
green foliage that nature has been so
prodigal
with for the benefit of wearied
IN EFFECT OCTOBER 15, 1900.
■IN ■
vision.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf
Now, according to a German profess
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
or of Berlin, nature wasn’t thinking
Weekdays—Express 9.00 a. m., 2.00, 4 00, of human eyes when she made her pro
5.00, 7.15 p m. Accommodation 8.00 a. m. fuse verdant display and that her col
5.30 p. m. Sundays—Express 9 00, 10 00 or scheme was carried out absolutely
a. m. Accommodation 8 00 a. m., 5 00 p.m. regardless of the visual needs of hu
Leave Atlantic City Depot—Weekdays— manity. He says that green does not
Express 7.35, 9 00,10.15 a. m., 2.50, 5 30, p.
m. Accommodation 8.05 a. m., 4 05 p. m. protect the eye, and he denies th at it
8undays—Express 4.80, 7.30 p. m. Accom has any beneficial effects whatever.
modation 7.15 a. m , 4.05 p. m.
He declares that green paper, green
shades, green glasses, green decora
Parlor cars on all express trains.
ForCapeMay—Weekdays—9.15 a. m,,4.15, tions and green umbrellas are all a
mistake and that by increasing the
p. m. Sundays—9 15 p. m.
For Ocean City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m., green light we are sipiply provoking
4 15 p. m. Sunduys—9 15 a. m.
a nervous disturbance.
H OW IT C A M E A B O U T :
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays—9.15 a. m.,
He says th at each of the colors tires
5.00 p. m.
a different set of nerves of vision, and
New York and Atlantic City Express,
The last week of the year is always closing out
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 3.40 p. m. therefore looking at one particular col
and Atlantic City, 8 30 a m. Detailed time o r saves one set of nerves at the ex
week with manufacturers aud jobbers. We were
pense of another. The best method,
tables at ticket offices.
he says, is to dim all of the rays of
on hand as usual and made a number of large
W. G. BESLER, EDSON J. WEEKS,
light by smoked or gray glasses, which
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. rest all of the optic nerves.—New York
cash purchases of goods that are always in demand
Herald.
R. F. REAVER, Asst. Gen. Pass’r Agt.
with our customers. The new prices will show
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.
S a fe W a y t o W a tc h F ig h ts .
quite a considerable money saving to early buyers
The colonel and I sat talking under a
shade tree in front of the town postoffice when a dogfight started down the
street.
“Come on!” I said as 1 sprang up.
“Come this way,” replied the colonel The Regular 50c. priced pieces go at 20c.
as he seized my arm and drew me into
a doorway.
“But I want to see the dogfight,” I $1.00 Goods at 50c.
protested.
“Yes, I reckon you do, but you also $1.50 Goods at 75c.
want to keep clear of the shooting.”
“Why should there be any shooting?”
Reduction sale of Ladies’ Coats in full force and
“Because one dog has got to lick t’oth
er, and the owner of the licked dog
vigor. Big bargains here for live buyers.
Great Slaughter in Prices!—Foi ain’t goin to let it rest th at way. There
the next 80 days I will reduce Hand-made they go!”
Ten minutes later we stepped out, to
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
find
one man lying on the ground with
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
Some pretty silk cushions left over from holidays,
benefit of these prices,—everything else it two bullets in him and some people
carrying away a second with half a
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots, dozen.
were $1.75, now $1.25.
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
“Dogfights are bewtiful affairs,” said
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Bor the colonel as we walked away, “but
trade a specialty.
the safest way to see one In Kentucky
E sta te ,
is to wait till it’s all over and the dead
W . E. JOHNSON,
carried off.”—Chicago News.
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
80 and 82 Main Street,

On©

SURE CORN CURE,

H ood's PBBBs

: 1 0 CENTS PER BOTTLE,

Culbert’s : Drug : Store,
Geo. P. C lam er

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital i $250,000
Main and DeKalb Sts., N orristow n, Pa.
JOHN W. LOCH. 1‘rrs't. F. 44. HOBSON, Treasurer ami Trust Officer
D eN tgned W itli R e fe r e n c e to C o n v e n 
ie n c e a n d Saying: L a b o r.

While lee Is generally spoken of as
luxury among farmers it is rapidly
becoming regarded in another light.
There Is not only comfort in It for th
farmer and his family, but economy In
the keeping of farm products, besides
which, with the increasing demand for
ice, some money may be made by sell-

Apparatus

M A IN S T ., C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

A TE LLIN G C U T

Pillow Shams,
Bureau Scarfs,
and Stand Covers.

SEEING THESE BARGAINS COSTS NOTHING !

NOTICE

I. H. BRENDLINGER

P v t M o n e y A sid e .

W hen in N orristow n, Pa.,
STOP AT THE

RAMB0 HOUSE
(Opposite Court House).
oOo —

First-class Accommodations for Man
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
-----oOo-----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
w w w

w

BLACKSIITHING
-AND-

CARRIAGE PAINTING
-AT THE-

C o lp iills Carnap fork!.
Good materials and good workmanship.
Special efforts to give all patrons of either
department satisfaction. THE BEST

RUBBER TIRES
IN THE MARKET, and only the best, put
on wheels at reasonable prices. Inferior
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get the
best and full value and ample satisfaction
for money expended.

W. J. OGDEN.
JOHN S. KEPLER,

Undertaker - Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA.

Take 10 cents to thè nearest avail
able savings bank and deposit it to
your c r e d it. Keep It up until you have
a dollar.
Don’t w ait to do this until you'have a
situation. Do it now. If .yon have1
change for car fare, walk.
This is the only way to save money.
If you wait until your salary Is raised,
or until yon happen to have an errand
near the savings bank, yon may be
dead before you lay by a cent
There Is only one way to save money.
That Is to begin now.—New York
Journal.

213 and 215 DeKalb Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

SOMETHING
-TO-

QROW

NOTHING BUT BEST

A t i t t l e Sh ort.

At one of the railway construction
works In Glasgow the other day a cler
gyman who takes a great interest in
the members of his flock engaged at
the cutting saw one of them entering a
drinking place. He bailed him, but
P at simply looked and walked In.
W aiting till he came out, the reverend
gentleman accosted him thus, “Pat.
didn’t you hear me calling?”
“Yes, your ravrince, I did, but—but
I had only the price of one!” — Ex
change.

Coal, Lum ber,
•AND ■

F E E

D

.

COLLEGEVILLE, FA.

I
UP-TO DATE STYLES AND THOUSAND TO
SELECT FROM I

We are Manufacturers aud Wholesalers.
SOFT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.

A n Odd E p ita p h .

8TIFF HAT8, $1.00 to $2.50.

A visitor to a cemetery at South Ver
non, N. H., will find the following upon
a gravestone there:

BOYS HAT8 and CAPS, 25c. and 50c.

TRACEY, the Hatter,
263 High St., Pottstown.

38 Main St., Norristown.

Y ou Can Do as
—= You = —

I t W a s S t r ic t l y M odern.

“She has received a strictly np to
Well and décidedly better than
date education, you say?”
“Well, rather. She hasn’t a bit of
practical knowledge about household
affairs, but she has more theories than Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us.
you could get In a book, and she can
tion and our work will
talk about parliamentary law in a way
th at will make her shine in any wo
man’s club you can pick o a t”—Chicago
P o st

We defy competi

Please

“Mike,” said Plodding Pete, “do you
t’ink It does a man much good to go
troo college?”
“Not much,” replied Meandering
Mike. , “I went troo a college once,
an all I got was two dlctloneries an a
suit of football clothes. De swag wasn’t
wort* de risk.”—Washington Star.

A V ery Im p o rta n t M a tter
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
done and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, ouch as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. I Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

you. Try us.
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and
designs to select from.
T C A v r H P Proprietor o f MARBLE WORKS,
• JU. O A I n u l l ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

H

Enterprise ■ Marble ■ Works.

My past experience at the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
It has been found that a dozen Portu
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received guese oysters contain about six grains
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron of phosphoric acid. French oysters
age of the public.
have about four grains per dozen.
H . E . B R A N D T , P rop rietor,
»■ W ill meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9-5
(Successor to D. T. Buck waiter.)
It is human nature to deride what we
cannot possess, to deny what we can
VTORRISTOWN HERALD BOOK not understand and to insult those we
-—
-v B IN D E R Y . Binding, Job Ruling, envy.—Chicago News.
In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
A D r a w b a c k t o A m ity .
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c.,
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
Judge—Well, Mrs. Jopps, what fault promptly executed.
special attention. Magazines bound and and have you to find with your husband?
W All stock on handr including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at
repairing done, quickly and cheaply. Esti
Mrs. Jopps—Now, jedge, it’s this way: a sacrifice to make room for new work.
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
He’s awful good an kind, but he’s so
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
pesky unfinanshul.—Detroit Free Press. H. E. BRANDT, ROYERSFORD, PA.

Monuments, Tombstones, OFITABiENoRRGRAmTEtN MAR‘

rade M arks
D es ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s A c .

T o p D r s u l n g W it h N itr a te o f Soda

MU
NNF&Co.36,Bro,d"«»’NewYork
Branch Offloe, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

t t ^ T H E ALBERTSON
TRUST

Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect.
We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,

Safe Deposit Co.,

CONVENIENT ICEHOUSE.

ICE

S c ie n tific A m e r ic a n .

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cii>
cnlation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

-AND—

THE OLD STAND
ing it to others. The house here de.
scribed can be built for a moderate
sum, and the man who devised it had
in view points not always considered.
He is thus quoted In Ohio Farmer:
The convenience of the house built
for the storing of ice for a family sup
ply Is of as great Importance as its
ability to keep the ice from melting.
The time of storing occupies but a day
or two and th at a t a time of the year
when the farmer is not busy, but dur
ing the hot months when ice is in daily
use the farmer .Is a busy man. The
chores ought to be few and quickly
done. The filling of the refrigerator
and the placing of ice for the dairy
from the average icehouse is a daily
task th at is laborious. In view of
these facts I put off building an ice
house until I was satisfied th at I could
build one which I could enter without
closing the door, loosen the Ice desired
and carry It out, all without having to
uncover the remaining ice each time
and still have it keep well.
My house is built as follows: It is 16
by 20 feet and 8 feet high to the square.
The rafters are 15 feet long, making a
roof with a very steep pitch. The
house Is built with three walls, making
two spaces, the Inner one to be filled
with dry sawdust and the outer for the
circulation of air. Thq inner space is
one foot wide and is continued up the
rafters to within three feet of the
comb, while the outer space Is six inch
es and is continued on the ends up to
the comb. This leaves an opening of
but 3 by 13 feet on each side of the
roof, which is not lined with sawdust.
Close up at the top of each gable is a 2
by 2 window for ventilation. The door
Is 3 by 5% feet, is in the gable and Is 6
inches thick, divided into three air
spaces and is nearly airtight when
closed.
The foundation was made by using
sawed railroad ties laid on short blocks
imbedded in the
ft s '
ground. On them
is spiked a 2 by
6 inch piece to
which the mid
dle partition was
nailed at the bot
tom, using four
stringers around
the building of
the same size
and two extra
ones on the ends.
SD
Used 1 by 12
inch for inside
studding, setting
about two Inches
on the sill, leav
ing about ten
Inch space open
for the sawdust
to go down to
IBS,
the
ground. This
END SECTION OF ICEleaves all space
HOUSE.
open to the high
[A. air space; SD, saw*
dust; R, roof; S, sill; B, est point that
foundation block; BS, bro sawdust is filled
ken stone.]
to, so that when
It settles more sawdust can be put in.
Outside of the.building a ditch was
dug as deep as the foundation and en
tirely around it, filled with fine broken
stone and covered with earth for drain
age.
The ice is stored on about one foot of
sawdust and about three inches be
tween the ice and the walls and four
inches on top of the ice.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention la probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for aecuringpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
tpeciol notice, without charge, in the

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

GRASS LAND.

W m . H. Gristoek’s Sons,

No, the citizen would positively not
buy any of the hair restorer.
“Do yon think you can make a mon
key of me?” he hissed, with asperity.
“Oh, not at all,” replied the vender
cheerfully. “We don’t pretend to be
able to restore the hair lost in the proc
ess of evolution!”
An Innocent bystander cracked a
faint smile, bnt otherwise all was still.
—Detroit Journal.

H I. C o lle g e D a ys.

PAYS 3 PE R GENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PE R GENT. In te_re s t.on
___
Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor,^Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles* to Rea]
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults
Send for book with full explanations.

Established - - 1875.

g a ta f.

F. J. CLAMER.
W m . G. H A R T H ’ S

BAKERY
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

---O----

FIRST-CLASS

Choice Bread

BREAD

AND

Cakes
IN VARIETY. '
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on band. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.
JOHN H. CU STER,
22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

—OF—

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Directly opp. the Post Office aud
One Square from the Court House
By appointing the ALBERTSON
TRUST and SAFE DEPOSIT
COMPANY as Trustees, Guard
ians, Ac., estates will be saved
doable costs, commissions, Ac.,
as it never dies.
It lakes charge o f wills without
cost.
It pays two and three percent,
interest on deposits.
Its securities are safely kept in
an up-to-date fire and bnrglarproof time lock aud combination
safe.
i

—AND—

CAKES

WILLIAM F. SOLLY,

Baked by the Proprietor
b mself,

SAMUEL E. NYCE,

P r e s id e n t .
V ic e P r e s id e n t

T rust Of f ic e r .

UWK--F u rn itu re
COLLEGEVILLE

■

Furniture Warerooms!

■

BOARDING STABLES

COPIES
At Perkiomen Bridge Hotel and at the
Railroad Hotel, Collegeville, Pa.

OF

TEAMS TO HIRE
At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
or carriage to any destination desired.
HORNE CLIPPING every weekday.
__ Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.
for sale a t reasonable prices.

and

Who has had years of experience in bak
CLEMENT J. CRAFT,
eries of first grade. All kinds of plain and
S ecretary .
fancy cakes on hand or supplied on special
orders.
ICE CREAM and WATER ICES in sea
son.
Every effort will be made to please Fresh From the Factories, now
customers. Patronage solicited.
no29
on Exhibition at the

J IVERY AND

The Independent
FOR

HENRY YO ST, JR.

FARMERS,

We are now prepared to offer
onr customers goods at prices
never before heard of.
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the- best in the
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Concher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price. We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
-Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgaln at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
a t 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early , while stock is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

T a k e N o tic e !
-oOo-

THE ONLY GENUINE

C E R E A L IN E
F E E D

w

CAN BE HAD OF

A. E. HOOD,
OAKS,

P A.

Dealer lu the Best Grades or
Lehigh aud Schuylkill

- C O A L AT BOTTOM PRICES.

C o u ld n ’t D o th e Im p o s sib le .

Oh, be she went, and am she gone
And left poor I here all alone?
Oh, cruel fate, to be so blind
To take she ’fore and leave I 'hind!
Her can never come back to we.
But us must surely go to she.

BOUT J

T

MODEL ICEHOUSE.

FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ
ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, &c.

If you are not a subscriber,
join the INDEPENDENT’S
large and interesting family of
readers, and don’t postpone do
ing a good thing.
The INDEPENDENT does
not aim to publish a great quan
tity of readiog matter of an in
different or trifling character.
Quality, not mere quantity,
should be the first consideration
of every well conducted news
paper.

The readers of the

m

FURNISHING

M

Undertaker **Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

Joh n L. B ech tel,'
COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
’Peonr No. 18.

Samuel E. Mowrey,
(Successor to Fox & Howrey,)

I N D E P E N D E N T are its
friends and they are true to the
newspaper

that

has

served

them for 20 years and more.

l a R h o d e Is la n d .

I t was most strikingly shown in 1899
a t the Rhode Island station that on
land sown with clover, redtop and
timothy the relative amount of clover
was decreased by the use of nitrate of
soda, though the timothy and redtop
were wonderfully increased by its use.
The chief reason for this seems to have
been that where no nitrate of soda was
applied there was not sufficient readily
assimilable nitrogen to enable redtop
and timothy to make a good growth,
but clover on account of Its ability to
use atmospheric nitrogen succeeded
welL
This year in an experiment In top
dressing grass land with nitrate of
soda the nitrate was applied April 14
or very soon after the grass started to
grow. A summary of results is as
follows:
Notwithstanding the dry season and
the absence of a second crop over four
tons of field cured hay were obtained
per acre.
An application of 150 pounds of ni
trate of soda per acre used in connec
tion with a given amount of potash
and phosphoric acid raised the value
of the crop $6.94 and cost but $3.30.
An application of 450 pounds of ni
trate of soda per acre under the same
conditions increased the value of the
crop $16.98 and cost but $9.90.
It seems probable that had only 350
to 400 pounds of nitrate of soda been
used per acre a greater net profit
would have resulted than from the
employment of 450 pounds.
Had the season been sufficiently
rainy to Insure a maximum first crop
as well as a second crop It Is possible
that the full application of 450 pounds
of nitrate of soda might have proved
more profitable than a smaller amount.
Where a large application of nitrate
of soda had been made annually for
several years the relative proportion of
timothy hay was decidedly increased.
This was probably due largely to the
removal of the nitric acid by the
plants and the lessening of the soil
acidity by the soda which was thus left
behind.
In seasons when early droughts oc
cur a very marked advantage is gained
by applying the top dressing early, so
as to push the growth as rapidly as
possible while the water supply is still
sufficient. This one point in thé sea
sons of 1899 and 1900 was the prime
essential to success with the hay crop.

With the Changes of the Season
Comes the need of other Clo th in g ,
And His then the thrifty housewife
Measures out her time and S e w in g ,
Wanton waste with care avoiding.
ON E-TH IR D S A V E D
Stitching that requires a full hour on any
machine can be done in
*
*
*
F O R T Y M IN U TE S
on the

“Wheeler & Wilson”

If Y ou
H ave

IN BU SIN ES8 TE N YEARS.

vertise in the INDEPENDENT
and you will sell it. Adver
tising pays every time.
Real Estate, Personal Prop
erty and Live Stock Sales, or
Sales of any kind, advertised in
the INDEPENDENT, are sure
to attract bidders and buyers.

G et Y o u r

B all B ea rin gs give ease and speed in ru n 
ning.
The R otary H ook , which does away with

the use of the vibrating shuttle, pro
duces that even beautiful stitch seen on
“ WHEELER & WIL80N” WORK.
Cheapest and Best.
E3T" A postal card will bring lull infor
mation.

M r & Wilson MarafacHrli Co.
1312 C H E S T N U T S T R E E T ,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Opposite Wanamaker’s.

Fir Sale by G.

P o ste r s
Or whatever Job Printing you
may need from time to time, at
the INDEPENDENT Office.
We will try to serve yon well
and give full value, for value
received.
--------- 0 O 0 ---------

The Independent,
Collegeville, Pa’

W. YOST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

JJriHer.

A n y th in g 1Work Done at Miorl Notice.
To sell and want to sell it, ad

NEW NO. 9 FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
PROOF CONVINCING.
More work done,
More time saved,
More money earned.
ALL IN THE SYSTEM.
This secret of superiority lies in the mechan
ical construction.

|e U

lllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Estimate» and Information
Cheerfnlly Given.

Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa.
-^COLLEGEVILLE^

Carriagti-Works!
R. H. GRATER, Prop r.
Have Now in Stock : Corning Eleptic Spring Top Buggy, spring back ; two
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second
hand Surrey.
All Kinds o f Carriages
and Business Wagons.
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention.

PATENTS,
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and ail
Patent Business conducted for M O D ERATE
F EE S. Our office is opposite the U. 8. Pat
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi
ness in less time and at less cost than thost
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We advise'if patentable or not,
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
is secured. A book, “How to Obtain Pat
ents,” with references to actual clients in
your State, county, or town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C>

